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♦
Sing the song of gTeat Joy. that
♦ the angels began, sing the glory
♦ to Ood. and of good-will to man.
♦ —John O Whittier

♦
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CHRISTMAS NIGHT BALL
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 25

Ninety tons oi lead are slowly
hardening into the shape of a keel
for the 8300.000 sloop Harold S. Van
derbilt has under construction at
Bath as an America's cup contender.
A sand mould on the launching
ways of the Bath Iron Works beside
the historic Kennebec river was filled
with molten metal Tuesday in what
officials said was a successful pouring
of the largest "fin" ever cast ln one
piece in an American shipyard. For
another week the keel will be left to
solidify. Then shipwrights will rip
away the mould and work of con
structing the sloop's steel hull over
the “fin" will begin.
The yacht, bigger than either
Rainbow or Enterprise, the last two
defenders, was scheduled to go into
the water next April.
If successful in the trials, skipperowner Vanderbilt will sail her against
T O. M. Sopwith’s British challenger,
Endeavour 2nd. off Newport. R. I, in
a series of races starting July 31.
FAMOUS SHOEMAN DEAD

Music By

Milton Florsheim of the Chicago
shoe manufacturing family, died
Tuesday in Los Angeles. He was 69.

EDDIE WHALEN’S
YANKEE AMBASSADORS
Auspices Camden Outing Club

Admission 40 Cents
lM-lt

Farmers' co-operative purchasing
of supplies amounted to $309 000.000 in
the 1935-36 marketing season, the
highest level on record. The number
of co-operatives, 2112, was also a new
high.

AFTER SEVENTEEN YEARS

Earthly rulers may come and go,
but the King of Kings reigns su
premely eternal and with the advent
Jailed temporarily at least for an began to investigate his record, and
of His birthday, there rises in the
human heart intangible joy bearing offense on which he stood convicted found, supposedly that he had served
no relation to material worldliness. in 1919 is the unusual fate dealt at a jail term on the liquor case.
Bushea learning of this investiga
The current year with its definite Christmastide to John Bushea of this
tion called at the office of Clerk of
economic recovery revived the holi
city.
Courts Milton M Griffin to protest.
day spirit of gift-giving, with Rock
In Municipal Court 17 years ago he ' “I never served a jail sentence,” he
land. the central shopping mart of
the county, magnetizing the spending was convicted -by the late Judge declared iand I want the matter cor
urge. Stores were a veritable inspira Frank B. Miller on the charge of a rected."
“It will be," said Clerk Griffin,
tion for generosity, as their huge single sale of intoxicating liquor. He
stocks of attractive, fresh merchan appealed to the Supreme Court, there who had /meantime learned that the
dise. Yuletide festoons and obliging being then no State Superior Court mittimus had never been served.
clerks made a telling bid for loosened in Maine, and the case was continued That official got in touch with Chief
to the January term of 1921. Bushea Justice Charles J. Dunn of the Su
purse strings.
failed to appear and his forfeited preme Court, who directed that the
From village and hamlet thronged
bail,
in the sum of $1500, was paid j man be jailed. Within two hours
“butchers, bakers and candlestick
by the bondsmen. A mittimus was ) Bushea began to serve the six months
makers," intent, on the laudable pur- I
pose of giving joy to others, expressed issued, but the officials remained in j term which was awarded in 1919.
With it goes a fine of $500, which
in tokens of kind remembrance. ignorance of his whereabouts.
With the passage of years the cir must be paid to avoid another six
Hudson seals brushed shoulders witn
frayed worsteds as wealthy and lowly cumstance was forgotten, and it was months' in jail.
Bushea has engaged as counsel
busily shopped, seeking the gift ideal generally supposed that he had
Frank
A. Tirrell, Jr. who is using
served
jhis
sentence
until
very
re

for some loved one—nor could the
quest possibly have been in vain so cently the Federal Government with every (effort jto have his client re
another single sale case against him leased.
great was the variety of wares.
As thinkable as mistletoe without
kisses would be the festal day omit the two strolled along with admiring ; brokenly neglected by a careless St.
ting beloved carols. Thanks to the glances hithfcr and yon, “Aren't you Nick.
thoughtful firm of Burpee Furniture glad. Mary, that we stayed till dark’ j Other kiddies, blessed by a brighter
Co., strains of those familiar hymns Just look at that string of colored , fate, clamored for this, that and the
cherished through the ages were waft- lights. My, aren't they some pretty!" J other bauble as distracted, package
Reversing the view of lighthearted ! laden mothers vainly strived to quiet
ted on the crisp air by means of an
amplifier system recording the mu joy seekers, heart strings gripped to | their insistent, bubbling pleas of "Oh,
sicianship of Stafford Congdon at a the depths suffered agonizing grief on mama, -mama, look! Can I have that?
Hammond organ and the melodious sight of many a tiny waif, thinly clad, Can I, please, mama?"
Truly a more colorful parade of hu
tones of Mrs. Faith Ulmer Brown *n ill nourished, yet with hope surging
solos. Diagonally across the street at high as ihe wistfully gazed at bright man nature was ne'er assembled than
H. H. Crie & Co., another broadcast toys in childish faith that Santa greets the eye at the height of a busy
ing outfit, operated by Eddie Whalen, would “come through" and fill bis Christmas season. Right well was
sent forth phonograph recordings and stocking. In this picture appeared enacted the spirit voiced by -the poet,
relayed radio programs. “Music In another figure—the faithful “Sallie,” Byron, "Let joy be unconfined."
Kay.
the air," quoted delighted passers-by. true to her post and ever smiling,
Merchants who joined lorces in though the pennies from heaven were
OH! OH! MR. FARLEY
financing the city's elaborate lighting oft so meagre. All honor to this loyal
decorations would deem themselves band of soldiers, for without the Sal
Postmaster Jim Saying Now What
amply rewarded could they have heard vation Army's charitable ministrations
He Wouldn't Have Said Before
a farmer exclaiming to his wife as many a pitiful tot would be heartElection
I

THE SEASON’S GREETINGS
WITH GOOD WISHES

THROUGHOUT THE NEW YEAR

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL 1250

all our frit nite
Violin Sale For the Balance of This Year

Burpee Furniture Company
■
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MORAN IS RECOMMENDED

John Bushea Goes To Jail To Serve a Long Senator White of Maine Strongly Urges Retiring
Forgotten Sentence
Congressman For the Maritime Commission

EXTENDING

to

THREE CENTS A COPY

Thursday
Issue

My entire coUection of rare old and new Violins, all hand made at
from One-Third to One-Half Off regular price
In business 42 years at the same address
36S MAIN STREET—OVER NEWBERRY’S 5 AND 10

S. E. WELT, Violin Maker

Saying any administration needed
a vigorous opposition to keep it from
becoming lax, James A. Farley ex
pressed the hope Tuesday that “the
Republican party will be strong but
not too strong."
The Democratic chairman, ad
dressing a luncheon given in his
honor at the National Press Cluib,
predicted the second Roosevelt ad
ministration would go down in his
tory as a contributor to valuable re
form in government. He did not go
into detail, saying ipolicy was up to
the President.
Asked his opinion of suggestions
that the Presidential term be
changed to six years, instead of four,
he was inclined to favor the four year
system.
Farley paid tribute to Governor
Landon as a man who exhibited, “the
finest
kind
of
sportsmanship
throughout the political campaign."
Smash hit! Before Inventory Sale
on every piece of the huge stock of
Stonington Furniture Co. Dec. 26 to
Dec. 31. A true bargain festival with
all the great stock slashed in price.
See advertisement page 3 adv.

Senator White of Maine, yesterday, by the Senate. Maine's two Senators.
in a personal interview with the Hale and White, are Republicans and
President, recommended the aopoint- White’s Committee on Commerce
ment of Representative E. C. Moran, would consider and report on the
Jr., to the Maritime Commission says nomination, before the Senate took
a special despatch from the Press It up ln full session.
Herald's Washington Bureau.
It is not known whether Mr.
White said that his purpose in Moran would accept the appointment
seeing the President was to lay be especially if it should be one of the
fore him Moran's fitness for the shorter of the staggered terms.
position. White is a Republican and
Moran a Democrat. Moran did not
HOME FROM LONG TRIP
run for reelection and his term ex
pires Jan. 6 when the new Congress Cong, and Mrs. Brewster Have Ten
Thousand Miles of Interesting
comes ln. He is an Insurance man ln
Travel
his home town of Rockland, and had
received at least one flattering offer j Congressman and Mrs. Ralph O.
from a large insurance company be- 1 Brewster landed In New York Tues
fore he left Washington last Sum- ' day afternoon, concluding a 10.000
mer. There have been persistent ' mile trip around South and Central
rumors that he would receive ap American ports, and included in their
pointment to the Maritime Commis itinerary an inspection trip of the
sion. tout some who base their pre- ' Panama Canal and the strike con
dictions on political expediency ask; ditions on the waterfront of Los
“What can Maine or Maine Democ Angeles, and San Francisco.
Congressman Brewster, after cov
racy give the administration?" and
draw the conclusion that Moran, ering 5,000 miles by air and 5,000
though a New Dealer and an expert miles by sea, told of visiting Salva
in merchant marine, will not rate dor, since the scene of a disastrous
earthquake, and of seeing ruins left
such an appointment.
The Maritime Commission was cre by former quakes, and volcanic ac
ated by act of the last Congress, tion ln this region, still in the pro
with a five-man membership. Three cess of geologic changes.
During the trip, Mrs. Brewster
were appointed temporarily, to start
work, before election, and permanent “found air travel mast comfortable,“
appointments for five members arc and enjoyed especially the flight
over Boulder Dam arid the Grand
exipected at any time.
Senator White was chairman of the Canyon.
Congressman Brewster reported,
Merchant Marine Committee of the
House for several years before he was after conference with Congressional
elected to the Senate six years ago. leaders met on the extended tour,
Moran was a member of the Mer that everywhere he found increasing
chant Marine Committee of the business confidence, and increased
House in his first term, before tak activity east from California.
“Maine is more favorable regarded
ing a place on the Appropriations
Committee, which precludes mem today than ever before,” he said,
“and there are no signs of animosity_
bership on any other.
Moran took a sharp Interest in in any quarter."
merchant marine and presented a
bill of his own which failed to gain j YOUR FAVORITE POEM
House recognition. With Hap Wearin
If I had my life to live again I would
of Iowa, however, he made such a have made a rule to read some poetry
listen to some music at least once
stout fight on the floor of the House and
a week The loss of these tastes Is a
against the Bland merchant marine loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
CHRISTMAS BELLS
bill that it barely passed the House
and was defeated In the Sepate for I heard the bells on Christmas Day
Their old, familiar carols play.
the bill which is now law and which
And wild and sweet
The words repeat
he approves.
Of peace on earth, good-will to men!
While White does not entirely ap
thought how. as the day had come.
prove of the new act and disagrees And
The belfries of all Christendom
Had
rolled along
with Moran in many of his merchant
Tlie unbroken song
marine view’s. White has spoken fa Of peace on earth, good-will to men!
vorably of Moran on several occas Till, ringing, swinging on Its way.
ions and his visit to the White The world revolved from night to day
A voice, a chime,
House to recommend Moran empha
A chant sublime
sized his belief in Moran's ability in Of peace on earth, good-will to men!
a -field in which White long has had a Then from each black, accursed mouth
cannon thundered ln the South
keen Interest, as well as White's The
And with the sound
The carols drowned
belief that merit and not politics
should govern the new merchant Of peace on earth, good-will to men!
It was as if an earthquake rent
marine body.
The heart-stones of a continent.
Whether such an appointment
And made forlorn
households born
would please the Brann Democratic OfThe
peace on earth, good-will to men!
faction in Maine, which has decided
And ln despair I bowed my head;*
enmity to Moran, fully reciprocated, "There Is no peace on earth." I said;
For hate is strong
is not known, nor whether Brann
And mocks the song
himself has expressed opposition to Of peace on earth, good-will to men!"
the rumored appointment, either to Then pealed the bells more loud and
deep
the President or to Postmaster Gen
"Ood Is not dead; nor doth He sleep!
eral Farley.
The Wrong shall fall.
The Right prevail.
Should Moran receive the appoint
With peace on earth, good-will to men'”
ment, it would liave to be confirmed
—Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

ABBIE CLARK CAMPBELL

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Unto you is bom this day ln the
city of* Da vid a Saviour, which is
Christ the Lord. —Luke 2: 11.
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Mf GIFTS ARE ALL WRAPPED
FOR”. . . . . . .

Abbie Clark Campbell, widow of
JtK$ge Leonard R. Campbell, died
Monday at her Granite street horn?
following an illness of several weeks.
J Largely attended services were held

M. E. WOTTON & SON

*

405 MAIN ST.,

*

ROCKLAND, ME.

at the home yesterday with Rev. Dr.
John Smith Lowe of the Universalist
Church officiating. The Wawenoek
Club attended in a body and Golden
Rod Chapter. O.E.S., was largely rep
resented. The bearers were Edwara
“My Christmas Saving check
R Veazie. Ervin L. Curtis, Raymond
L. Watts and John M. Richardson.
took all the worry out of shopping
Interment was in the family lot at
this year.
Sea View cemetery.
The Practical Front garments in this event are, without question, the finest merchandise ever offered to the con
Deceased was born in Cambridge.
sumer at the price, and far exceed any other values we have ever given, with style and quality comparable.
Mass.. Nov. 3. 1854. daughter of the
“Now 1 am through just at the
i late Samuel and Eliza Clark. She was
We are offering three of the best selling styles in Practical Front garments. They are genuine sale value, mak
educated in her native Cambridge
time when the others are starting
ing it possible for you to purchase the $9.00 corsets and comfolettes for $6.00, the $8.00 models for $5.00.
and in 1878 came to Rockland as the
bride of Leonard R. Campbell, then
a rising young attorney. Her life
Can you say that this year? \\ hy
Model “S''—PRACTICAL FRONT CORSET—a neat gar
through the long intervening years
ment in fine brocade—made for the more slender figure.
has been exemplary of wife, mother,
'NOONDAY SERVICE
not be able to say it next year?
Cleverly slenderizing but thoroughly comfortable with its
—
kindly neighbor and loyal friend. A
inner vest and special elastic top.
i meed of love and friendship was hers
How Claremont Command
' seldom the lot of a mortal engend
Join our 1937 Christmas Sav
ery Will Observe Christ
$8.00 value . . . $5.00
ered by a personality ever sweet, rich
mas Day
ings Club now.
j and kindly.
Model ‘TS"—PRACTICAL FRONT COMFOLETTE—for the
Years ago Mrs. Campbell became a
In response to the request of the
mere slender figure—fancy figured batiste with swami-top
member of the Church of Immanuel,
Most Eminent Grand Commander,
inner vest and elastic top. Long lovely unbroken lines for
Universalist, and its interests held
Sir Knights of Claremont Command
the wearer of this handsome foundation.
high place in her life. She was espe
ery will assemble in its Asylum. Pri
cially fond of the Mission Circle '
day. at 11.30 a. m. for exchange of
$8.00 value . . . $5.00
Deceased was an active member of
greetings after which at High Noon,
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN, WARREN
Golden Rod Chapter. OES, and
to join with our fraters in the world
served many years as Its treasurer..
wide custom of expressing these
Model “CT"—PRACTICAL FRONT COMFOLETTE—for the
She was a loved and loyal member
fuller figure—another exceptional value. Flattering all-inChristmas sentiments.
one foundation of beautiful brocade with self material top.
of W’awenock Club, probably her first
The order of service follows:
featuring the famous Praetiral Front inner vest special!'
!
social
interest.
Selection by quartet.
de'.igned to give extra abdominal support. Perfect control
Surviving are three sons. Ernest L.
tor troublesome curves—elegant foundation for fashion's
Prayer
Campbell of this city. Dr. Fred G
newest gowns.
Selection by Quartet.
Campbell of Warren, and Prank L.
Address: Rev. Dr. John Smith 1
$9.00 value .. . $6.00
Campbell of Rockland and New York.
Lowe.
A
nephew.
Wilfred
Clark
of
Arling

Selection by quartet.
ton, Mass, came on for the services.
Toast to Andrew D Agnew. Grand
PLEASE NOTE—These numbers cannot be duplicated
The family home was shared with
Master of the Grand Encampment of
when this allotment is closed out
the deceased by Ernest and Ethel
Knights Templar of the United (
*j-nont
Campbell
who
have
given
her
every
States of America, by Rt. Era Sir, It all came about as a joke.
Youth and Old Age will have their
care
and
comfort
during
her
declin

Edward K. Gould.
William Withee, a boxing star of show, providing Oliver hasn't been
Response: Em. Sir Harry H. Hans 40-odd years ago. sat by the ring-side made a member of the Cabinet or1 ing years.
com.
at the last sparring exhibition in the Bill Withee hasn't fallen apart.
L. II. C. WIGGIN
Selection bj’ quartet.
The affair has caught the attention j
Tillson Avenue Stadium, and when
Toast to the Grand Commander of j the opportunity offered directed of the sporting world. Here ls what:
I, •+++++++++++++++4-t+++++++++4-++++-s+-i-;--i-+++++++-i-+-:..>+.:. E. Cunningham, late of Rockland,
MRS. JOHN KOSTER
Funeral services for former City
Maine Rt Em. Sir Walter P. Dow heckling remarks to the leather Jack Moran has to say about W’ithee
deceased, flrst ar.d final account pre
pushers.
—a former Bangor man by the way: J
al L. H. C. Wiggin will bc
by Em. Sir Edward R. Veazie.
< > sented by Anita H. Cunningham,
Funeral services were held Tuesday
Toast to the Grand Master of the
Oliver Hamlin, matchmaker and
William "Bill'' Withee. 74-year old held at 2 oclock this afternoon from afternoon for Martha A, widow oi1
I >. admx.; William B. Mitchell, late of
I■
Grand Lodge of Maine. Most Wor referee, swung into the breach with
boxer of the "gay nineties"era the Russell Funeral Home. Rev. Dr
.. ■ Rockland,
deceased, flrst and final
John
H.
Koster
who
died
at
her
shipful Henry R. Gillis, by Sir John the remark that he would like to , flexed his aged muscles todayand John Smith Lowe will officiate. In■ >
account presented by Viola E. Mitch
>■
A. Stevens.
get Withee into the ring. Joking, of prepared for a “comeback'' tryin a terment will be in Achorn cemetery. home 29 Broad street at the age of i
ell, exx.; Ernest Grant Lamb, late of
Selection by quartet.
, course
Rockland ring, Jan. 1.
Lucius Henry Chandler Wiggin was 66 years. Rev. Charles E. Brooks.
Wills allowed: W J. Coakley, ’ate Lizzie K. Black, late of Friendship. ■ Camden, deceased, first and final acToast to the Eminent Commander,
The six foot, three-inch former born in this city, son of Thomas and Pastor of the Methodist Church, offi-' of Rockland, deceased. Alan L. Bird deceased, first and final account pre- , count presented by Albertle L. George,
The old veteran cogitated on this
C. Earle Ludwick. by Em. Sir Ed remark for a while, and just as the Bangor restaurant owner and boxing' Lizzie iBurgessi Wiggin. His wife,
exx ; Fanny E. Thompson, late of
ciated, the bearers being Dr. H. V. of Rockland and A Walker Brewster sented by Lora M. Chesley, exx.
ward C. Payson.
of Owls Head appointed executors:
promoter, publicly challenged Oliver formerly Elizabeth Pendleton, died
Petitions
for
probate
of
will
filed
Camden, deceased, first account preTweedie. Ralph U. Clark. Capt. John
Roster of the Departed Sir Knights
Herbert F Mann. Sr, late of Cam for notice: Stephen E. Brault, late sented by Arthur P. Gay, exr.; Lilla
Hamlin of Rockland Saturday and some years ago.
read by Sir Charles L. Robinson,
his defi was promptly accepted.
Mr Wiggin was only 14 years of A. Stevens and Gordon DeWolf. den. deceased, Leola T. Mann of of Rockland, deceased, Eugenie Brault A Munro, late of Rockland, deceased,
recorder.
Hamlin, a 35-year-old Rockland age when he became a wage-earner Friends sent many pretty floral offer Camden appointed exx : Nathan F of Rockland, named executrix; Eloise first and final account presented by
Toast to the Departed Sir Knights,
promoter, who has done considerable working nights on a limekiln. Seven ings. Tne interment was ln Sea View Barrett, late of Hope, deceased. Annie Maynard MacMillan, late of West I Daniel Munro, exr.; Frank E Post,
by SSm. Sir James A. Richan.
boxing, only a week ago returned to years later he became a shoe opera- i cemetery. All of the near relatives May Barrett of Hope appointed exx.; Orange. N. J., deceased; Arvilla F. late of Rockland, deceased, third and
Selection by quartet.
Edward L. Marsh, late of Swampscott. Pottle, late of Friendship, deceased. final account presented by Julia A.
the ring when a boxer failed to put tive working in the Rockland factory , were present.
Collection.
in appearance. In a four round bout and remaining on the payroll when ' The deceased had made her home Mass, deceased, Mary H. Marsh of Alvin G. Pottle of Friendship named Post, exx.
Sir Knights who wish to assist, and
against Dusty Peters of Rockland. the building was dismantled and re- in Rockland since she was 12 years Swampscott, Mass., and Arthur P exr.; Etta Martin Day, late of Rockare net able to be present at Friday
Hamlin held his (youthful rival to a moved to Warren. He also worked of age, her father William McDougall 3tone of Newton, Mass, appointed l land, deceased. Edward G. Day of
Inventories filed: Estates of George
noon's observance may have their
draw decision.
three years at that vocation in ■ having come here at that time as a exrs.; Eliza Ellen Swears, late of Vi Rcckland named exr.; Abdon K Albert Neale. Needham, Mass., $200;
contributions included by remitting
Back in the “go-as-you-please" Marlboro. Mass.
shipworker. During her adult years nalhaven, deceased. Warren E. Brown Spear, late of Warren, deceased. Annie L. Hart, Camden, $13,038;
to Recorder Charles L. Robinson.
days—46 days ago—Withee was a
He was best known in Rockland as she had played an active part in the cf Medford, Mass, and Annie M. Clara Spear of Warren, named exx. Charles H. Moor. Rockland. $4393;
colorful figure hereabouts. He was a clerk in the express office, a posl-' affairs of Pratt Memorial M. E. Richards of Stonington, Maine, ap
Pettions for administration pre John Perie, South Cushing, $475;
, perhaps better known for his run- tion which he filled faithfully for 21 Church being affiliated with it as a pointed exrs.; Mary E Oould, late of sented for notice: Estates, Charlotte Ernest Grant Lamb. Camden. $514j;
FISH PROTECTION
years. Other vocations which he had member: also a member of the La Warren, deceased. G. D. Gould of C. Rhodes, late of Rockland, de Dwight M Virgin. Rockland. $5352;
,
, ning exploits.
Commission For Revision of Even now Bill Withee sees Oliver Conversationally, he ranked aheau filled in the course of his long career dies’ Aid Society. She was not only Warren appointed executor.
ceased. Olive R. Wilson of Rock Fanny E. Thompson. Camden, $5793.
Petitions for administration grant- land, named admx.; Clara E. Thurs
Laws Is To Formulate Sev- j
taking the count
i of the reigning boxing champions of were groceryman, guard at the State greatly devoted to her church, but
eral Plans
■------------------------------------------ ihis day> °Id timers recalled last night. Prison, keeper of the City Store and was one of its most steadfast workers ' ed: Estates, Fred W. Babb, late of ton, late of Union, deceased. Wilbur For a desert supreme, slice the
_____
, semi-final came along, he struggled j but in the "go-as-you-please" races— city marshal, holding the last named How much she will be missed in her . Washington, deceased, John A. Babb C. Thurston. Florence E. Thurston,
The Maine fishing industry and j through the ropes and challenged I off-shoot of the heel and toe races, position two terms. He was chief of community is to be judged from the , cf Washington, admr.; Frank Cun- both of Union, named admrs. d b.n.. Fro-Joy Butter Pecan roll ln 4 or 9
slices, pour over Hot Chocolate Sauce
carious problems confronting it were Hamlin point blank. His remarks at j popular at that time, Withee with police under Democratic administra words of praise and affection which i ningham. late of Washington, de- admr.; Atwood Levensaler, late of
and you'll have a most delicious
ceased.
Arthur
E.
Johnston
of
Wash

discussed at a meeting of the Com- : that time, and the subsequent en- his long legs, ranked well up with tions. but in later years reviewed his her many kind deeds had so well
of Thomaston, deceased. Alfred W. Chocolate Pecan Nut Sundae. Your
ington.
admr.
d.b.n.;
Abbie
Vinal
Republican
faith,
and
worked
as
loy

earned.
Her
ill
health
covered
a
mission on the Revision of the Laws iargement thereof indicated that he the leaders.
Levensaler of Concord, N. H.. named 1 nearby Ice Cream dealer will take
Relating to the Protection and TakWithee) learned more about
In later years. in his blue coac, ally for that party as his crippled period of a year, mast of which time Creed, late of Vinalhaven. deceased, admr; Atwood Levensaler, late o!
Bernice Vinal of Vinalhaven. admx.; Thomaston,' deceased, Rodney I. your order for delivery Christmas
Ing of Groundfish. at the offices of prize-fighting back in the Nineties green vest and gay trousers, he tried condition would permit.
she was confined to her bed.
morning.—adv.
the Department of Sea and Shore than Oliver Hamlin ever found out I his hand at promoting boxing
Death was hastened gby a recent
Mrs. Koster is survived by a son. Gladys M. Alley, late of Vinalhaven, Thompson of Rockland named admr.
148&151&153
Fisheries, ln Thomaston, Tuesdfty. either in Roosevelt America, the! matches, admittedly his first love. accident on Masonic street, when he William Koster of Augusta; three deceased, Harold C. Alley of Vinal d b.n., c.t.a.
Members of the Commission who Maine-Vermont Independent Repub-: and was locally responsible for the was knocked down by an automobile. daughters. Mrs V. L. Chapman of haven. admr.; Mary C. Farnsworth,
ANNUAL MEETING OE THE: FIRST
Petition for license to sell real
NATIONAL BANK OF ROCKLAND
have made a careful study of condi lie or Germany. He also intimated popularizing of: "It is the fans who
Mr. Wiggin was widely known for Rockland, Mrs. Stanton Swett of late of Rockland, deceased. Boston
Notice
ls hereby given that the annual
estate
filed
for
notice:
Estate
George
Safe
Deposit
and
Trust
Company
of
tions during the past two years com politely and delicately that if he ever pay the freight.'' His shows, how- his genial and jovial disposition.
Dedham. Mass, and Mrs Raymond
meeting of the stockholders of The
Albert
Neale,
minor,
of
Needham.
First
National
Bank of Rockland will be
Boston.
Mass.,
admr.
d.b.n.;
Merton
pared ideas and considered several got into the ring with Oliver that he ever, were poorly supported and
His nearest surviving relatives are Hoch of Rockland; 12 grandchildren,
held at Its banking rooms on Tuesday,
possible solutions. No official recom would take the latter apart and sec J Withee soon retired to the restau- nephews and nieces—Ernest H. Perry. and tt^’ree brothers. Alexander Mc F. Thurston, late of Boston, Mass- Mass., presented by George W. Neale January 12. 1937. at 10 o clock a m.. to
fix the number of and elect a board of
mendations were made but the adop how he ever got the idea of being a ] rant business, where he had better Rockville; Lucius Perry. Rockland; Dougall of Brockton, Mass.; H. Nel deceased, Gilbert G. Harmon of Cam of said Needham. Mass., gdn.
directors for the ensuing year, and to
tion of a 4 i inch minimum mesh
den
and
Gilford
B.
Butler
of
South
transact such other business as may
Petition for confirmation of trustee properly
Charles Perry. North Conway. N. H.; son McDougall of Portland, and Wil
prizefighter, to say nothing of wear- luck.
come before the meeting.
Thomaston,
admrs.;
Lawrence
T
for otter trawls, closing certain
presented
for
notice:
Estate
Fernando
Per order.
ing a sheriff's cockade.
i He left Bangor three years ago and Mrs. Annie Webber. Rockland; Mrs. liam J. McDougall of Middleboro.
JOSEPH EMERY. Cashier.
spawning grounds during the spawn
Moore,
late
of
Rockland,
deceased.
S. Philbrick, late of Rockland, de
In the end articles of agreement; until hls recent boxing challenge, had Elizabeth Doughty, Albany. N. Y. and Mass.; and brother-in-law Arthur
Rockland. Me, Dec. 10. 1936
ing season, the protection of small
Annie F. O Connell of Bangor, admx. ] ceased. Ralph P. Conant of Rockland
148-Th-3—4
Mrs. Margaret Marshall, Port Clyde. Koster of Vinalhaven
were signed, and on New Year s Night; been unheard from here
flounders and the closing of the ter
Petition for license to sell Real named trustee.
THE ANNUAL MEETING OE THE
ritorial waters of Maine to out of
Estate granted: Estate Angus A. Mc
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
MRS. LPE R. DUNN
GERMANY BOOSTS FISH «
WALKED OVER WALDOBORO
Petition
for
allowance
filed
for
Notice
ls hereby given that the annual
ACCEPT OUR THANKS
State fishermen for several months
Donald, late of Thomaston, deceased,
meeting
the stockholders of the
notice: Estate Roy H. Gould, late of Thomastonof National
each year were talked over.
Bank will be held
presented
by
Arthur
E.
McDonald
of
Nazi
Germany
decided
on
a
fish
Emma S. * Benson), wife of Capt.
In the ratio of two to one the Wis
Damariscotta,
Dec.
20
Union, deceased, presented by Myrtie at thelr banking rooms on Tuesday,
The next meeting will be held next
Thomaston,
admr.
sale
with
directions
for
cooking
and
January
12th,
1937.
at
10 00 o clock a. m..
casset Hoboes defeated Waldoboro in Lee R. Dunn of the Whitenead Coast
L. Gould of Union, widow.
for the purpose of fixing the number
Tuesday and it Is believed Jhat at Editor of The Courier-Gazette :—
appealed to housewives to save bread
Petition
for
authority
to
purchase
Wiscasset
Monday
night.
S.
Sher

and
electing
a
board
of
directors for the
Dear Sirs: We certainly enjoy
Guard Station, died Tuescay at St.
that time some definite recommenda
Petition for change of Name pre ensuing year and of transacting
any
man was highest point man. The Luke's Hospital in New York city. crusts to cope with the food short bond granted: Estate George T. Foss
your
fine
paper,
and
I
want
to
thank
business that may legally come
tions for Legislative action may be
age and lessen the need for foreign of North Haven, presented by Lewis sented for notice: Mae Starrett other
before
them.
score:
The remains were brought yesterday imports. Franz Hayler, leader of the
made. Clam farming, lobster and you for the generous gift of a whole
Little of Warren, name to be changed
Per Order.
Foss of North Haven, gdn.
H. F. DANA, Cashier.
Hoboes
to Tenant's Harbor, where funeral retail food dealers federation, an
scallop propagation and other phases years subscription, which you gave to
to Mae Starrett.
Thomaston.
Maine
Petition
for
authority
to
sell
securi

of the industry were brought into the 4-H leaders this year.
p services were conducted at the Bap- nounced the campaign to boom fish
F
Accounts presented for notice: Ivan
148-Th-3&4
We have been especially interested
discussion and many constructive
4 tist Church this forenoon, with many as a native raw material which ties granted: Estate George Theodore
0
F. Lewis, lf .............. 2
ideas were forthcoming. It was un in the Community Building and Merritt, lf ............... 3
6 friends in attendance, and many floral doesn't cost foreign exchange, and Foss of North Haven, presented by
0
animously agreed that more atten Hosmer's IPond project It shows Farnham, rf ............ 3
n
6 expressions of sympathy. Rev. Perley the government Is helping by ex Lewis C. Foss of North Haven, gdn.
2
®
what
a
great
deal
can
be
accom

Petition for Distribution granted:
tion must be given to the conserva
8 Miller officiated. Interment was in panding the high seas fishing fleet.
2
Pushard.
plished
by
working
together
—
a
good
Estate Spofford J. Crawford, late of
tion of our fisheries and that the De
7 j Achorn cemetery.
l
Winn, c
' Thomaston, deceased, presented by
partment deserves the full support of lesson for 4-H Clubs.
2 ■ Mrs. Dunn was born in Sweden
0
R. Lewis, te
The people of Rockland are to be
Frank D. Elliot of Thomaston, admr.
the public in its work.
9 June 9. 1885. daughter of John and
1
S. Sherman, rg ...... 4
I
congratulated
on their fine public
Commissioner Feyler called the
0 Emma Benson. Most of her life had
Accounts allowed: Alice Wiley Pul0
W. Sherman, rg .... 0
spirit.
All
of
us
who
attended
local
j en. late of St. George, deceased, flrst
meeting to ordler and Cparles E.
— j been spent in Rockland and TenWheeler of Tenant's Harbor was contest this year appreciated the fine
42 | ant's Harbor, but the last three
and final account presented by Alan
Totals ................. 19
^Tomorrow will be Christmas and we sincere
elected chairman of the Commission. reception you gave us.
j months were spent with her daugh
L Bird. admr. c.t.a.; Emma Wing,
Waldoboro
Wishing
you
all
a
very
Merry
ly wish for each and every one of you a very
Frank Ross of Owls Head was elected
ter. Miss Anne Dunn in New York.
late of Rockland, deceased, first ana
F
G
secretary. Others present were Dr Christmas and a Happy and Prosper
Mrs. Dunn was a member of Naomi
final account presented by Lou Up
Merry Christmas.
1
...... 1
Young, lf .
Neil A. Fogg, Rockland: Eugene ous New Year.
Chapter. O.E.S.. at Tenant's Harbor.
ham. admr.; Lucy A. Carter, late of
.CZ
4
i
,,
8
0
....... 2
Mrs. Alta M. Goudy
Benner, rf
Loud, Vinalhaven; B. W-. Clark. Port
l£Everyone has been most generous in their
Her life was filled with kind acts.
North Haven, deceased, first and final
4-H Leader Kuhn, c ...
....... 4
0
Clyde; and Homer Worcester of
I and her memory will be revered by
account presented by Frank Bever
patronage to us and we are very grateful.
2
' Heald. lg .................. 0
Jonesport.
age, admr.; Cora S. Fogg, late of
I many.
4
0
A
HOTEL
CHANGE
Webber,
rg
..............
2
After a short morning session lunch
In addition to the daughter above
Appleton, deceased, first and final
0
0
Harkins, rg .............. 0
was served at the Knox Hotel and
DANCING
_ | mentioned Mrs. Dunn is survived by
account presented by Thurman L.
*«On January 9 we shall hold once more our
Tlie Hancock House on West Main
the discussion continued through the
FLOOR SHOW
2i
1
her
husiband,
a
son.
George
Dunn
of
Fogg,
otherwise
known
as
Thurman
street. Ellsworth, changed hands
Totals ................. 9
3
annual FIVE CENT SALE. There will be some
afternoon.
CAFETERIA
Albany. N. Y.; and a sister. Mrs. Alma
S. Fogg, exr.; George Theodore Foss,
Monday with the announcement
■Referee, Gove. Time. 4 10's.
The Commission plans to call In
PRIZES
(and
howl
wonderful bargains for everyone.
Lopez of Chicago.
of North Haven, tenth annual ac
from the former owners. Charles ’.V.
several authorities on fish and clam
count
presented
by
Lewis
C
Foss,
------------------1
15
Piece Orchestra 15
’^Better begin to save up your money to take
culture to get first hand information Hurley and Roselle Hurley, that the
Smash hit! Before Inventory Sale
gdn.; Marion Parker, late of Camden,
Smash hit! Before Inventory Sale
old
hostelry
had
been
sold
outright
FAVORS
on the subjects toeing considered.
advantage
of them.
on
every
piece
of
the
huge
stock
of
deceased, first and final account pre
on every piece of the huge stock of
Senator Worcester was appointed to to John K. Wickwire of Ellsworth. Stonington Furniture Co. Dec. 26 to Stonington Furniture Co. Dec. 26 to
ROCKLAND'S GRANDEST EVER
sented
by
Annetta
Dauphinais,
exx.;
confer with tlie Attorney General's This is the second time within two
and
Spofford J. Crawford, late of Thom
Dec. 31. A true bargain festival with Dec. 31. A true bargain festival with
Department to act on the legal rami years that the hotel has changed
Every Cent Toward Equipment
all
the
great
stock
slashed
in
price.
aston, deceased, first and final ac
all
the
great
stock
slashed
in
price.
hands,
Mi
Wickwire
Is
now
in
full
fications of the several suggested
See advertisement page 3—adv.
count
filed by Frank D. Elliot, admr.;
See
advertisement
page
3.
—
adv.
possession.
proposals.

P. N. CORSET SCOOP

These Corsets are NEW—They are.
NOT Close-Out Numbers

(

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

HE’S TWICE AS OLD

But “Bill” Withee, Quicker’n a Cat, Is Going To
Fight Two Rounds With Hamlin

DfJ

PROBATE COURT

NEW YEAR’S EVE

AYER’S

Community Building

WILLIS AYER

Every-Other-Day

Page Three

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, December 24,
The house committee will serve
supper at the Elks’ Heme Monday
night.

After-Christmas Three-Day Sale

fa

SATURDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
DECEMBER 26, 28, 29

With a kindly thought, always, for
the children. Rockland Lodge <9i
Elks will begin at 4 o'clock this aft
ernoon to distribute appropriate
presents and bags of candy. Tlie
Elks are prepared to entertain 500
ln this manner.

DEC. 26 TO DEC. 31

i THIS OFFICE CLOSES FRIDAY

SAMPLE FUR COATS '
at 331% OFF
Both Swagger and Princess styles as follows—
BLACK CARACUL, size 16........

$59.50; now $39.67

BROWN MUSKRAT, size 18 ......

135.00; now

90.00

Christmas Day falls on Friday
’ and The Courier-Gazette will be
I closed in order that its employes
! may enjoy the holiday. Adver| tisers, correspondents and other
contributors are asked to have
as much of their material as
possible in this office by Thurs
day, as only the most important j
matters can be handled in the |
brief period Saturday morning. |

1

During These Five Selling Days We Will Slash Every
Price In Our Store—A Smashing Store-Wide Clearance
Sale of Unprecedented Bargain Values—
LIVING ROOM, DINING ROOM, BEDROOM SUITES
AT HUGE REDUCTIONS
MATTRESSES, BEDDING, CHAIRS, TABLES, ODD PIECES, RUGS, OCCASIONAL
PIECES, FLOOR COVERINGS, EVERYTHING
A MAMMOTH BARGAIN FESTIVAL, DEC. 26-31

Some heavy strings have been
rolled at the Star alleys in anticipa
tion of those Christmas dinners.
BLACK JAP LAPIN, size 18 ........
59.50; now 39-67
"Skip" Parsons led for the turkey
BLACK PONY, size 18 ................. 135.00; now 90.00
with 140, "Dardy" Rackliffe for the
goose with 139, and “Nick" Anastasio
BLACK PONY, size 20................... 125.00; now 83.34
for the chicken with 138. It's dead
BLACK PONY, size 20 ................... 1 35.00; now 90.00
easy to win a turkey in this manner;
all you have to do is knock over 140
candlepins. A mere trifle.
—
The Lions had no end of fun at
313-325 MAIN STREET,
their joke Christmas tree at The
Thorndike Hotel yesterday and some
Beautiful Fabrics
40 deserving children will benefit
from the exchange of gifts. The
Women’s and Misses’ fur and self trimmed
ERLING’S SKI SCHOOL '
presentations were generally accom
CLOSES TONIGHT
panied by humorous rhymes which
$59.50; now ............................................................... $42.50
were of such merit as to indicate that The Southern Cruise Win Former Rockport Boy Fig
the community has lots of poets
ures In New Hampshire [
ners Will Be Named This
37.50; now
laureate lying around lopse. The
Winter Sports Activities
Evening
sheriff was so much pleased with
22.50
27.50; now
his gift that he was still playing witli
To day is the day and 10:30 this
In connection with the "Erling" [
19.75; now
it when the sun sank behind the
evening is the hour when the South- Ski School, Storrs Hill, Lebanon, N.
Western horizon. In addition to toys
16.75; now
there was a large accumulationof, ern Winter Cruise ends at Perry s H„ to be conducted the latter part of i
10.50; now
6.75
clothing and other materials, all ol Main Street Market.
AU votes this month, by Erling Heistad. facts i
1 which wereturned over to Miss
must be in ballot 'boxes by that hour. concerning Mr. Heistad's training j
All New Fall Styles
Helen Corbett for
distribution. It Ballot boxes in all stores except the and activities have been disclosed,
was voted to attend high mass at S'. Main street ,Market wlll close at
certain to reach with particular in
Peter's Episcopal Church next Sun6
o'clock,
from
that
time
on.
the
only
terest many who remember this
I day at 10.30 a. m.. and the members
wiU meet at the church at 10.15 Rev. • balloting place wiU be Perry's Main young man when firing at Rockport.
Ernest O. Kenyon, who is a valued Street Market. The Judges will an- He is a native of Norway, a graduate i
366 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
member of the ILions Club, made it nounce the winners just as soon after of University of Maine with gradu
plain that he did not wish the event• ty,e closing time as the votes can be ate work at Dartmouth College. He )
to interfere with obligations which counted
is sub-master of the Lebanon High
any member might have to any other
.
.
I .
,
changed in Perry s Markets as fast ' School, coach of the Lebanon High 1
I church.
I as the votes come in, watch them for School Ski Team, president of the 1
The hard surface roads throughout
A large Christmas tree, fairly the latest scores.
Knox County, and probably the whole
I Lebanon Outing Club. He is also
ablaze with multi-colored lights and
State, are rapidly going to pieces—
Edna Gregory led at noon yester registered ski instructor of the Eastwith every available space laden with day followed by Francis Hevener Jr. I ern Amateur Ski Association, a
the expression we use at this season 1
gifts, was the Christmas present jn second position. Vivian Mullen registered ski judge mem.ber of the
Of the year when the tarred protec
w’hich the Auxiliary to Huntley-Hill
down third base and Arlene Eastern Lnterscholastic Rule Com
tion gives way to the frost leaving
Post gave to the children of veterans Havener was running fourth. Some mittee. and member of the Ski School
: jagged holes.
Monday afternoon, with the Boys 0( tire youngsters in the lower brack- Committee, Eastern Amateur Ski
j fThc (Condons ion the Hill)' at
1 and Girls Cldb. and its sponsor. Mi’s.: ets hint darkly that the royal family Association. Mr. Heistad has for 14
South Brooksville are to broadcast
Jennie Wilson as guests. The party of the contest will have to abdicate years been on the staff of Camp
■■! an original musical comedy, "The
took place at K. P. hall with 156 or dig up more votes to hold thelr Ossipee. an exclusive summer camp
Garden of Memories over WLBZ at
children in attendance, and when positions. The contestants will be for boys.
4:30 this afternoon. This popular
Santa himself appeared (his middle on, hand at Perry's Main Street
As ski coach at Lebanon High he
aggregation is always well worth
name in this instance being Oliver) Market from 8 o'clock on. If you have has consistently Ifor J3 years de
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
listening to, so tune in this after- 1
their ^enthusiasm broke loose in votes for them you may Teach them
veloped the strongest teams in the
Dec. 25—Christmas,
shouts of greeting. It surely was a there and hand the votes to them.
Dec 28—8hak?speare Society meets at noon.
east, winning the Eastern Interscho
the William Bok Home for Nurses.
happy time. Miss Lotte McLaughlin Edna Gregory .................... ..... 41.184
Dec. 31—New year's Ball at Communi
lastic Championships ln both senior |
Patrons of the First National Bank
ty EaUSlns auditorium.
very graciously presided at the piano Francis Havener Jr................... 40,840
“
I
’
U
Say
We
Do!
”
and junior divisions more times than
Jan 8—Rockport—Installation of of are having their attention attracted
and gave several very pleasing vocal Vivian Mullen, ......................... 39.090 all other teams combined. His teams
ficers. Fred A. Norwood. W.R.C.
WHERE?
Jan. 6—South Hope—Grange Installa by the large picture of a winter scene
numbers, the children joinin'; her on Arlene Havener ........................ 34.614
j have defeated the Dartmouth Coltion
the Christmas carols, and it was a Charles Mitchell .................
Jan. 14—South Warren—Joint Installa at Grafton's (or Graffam's) Island.
17,332 | lege “B" team during the last three j
Community
Auditorium
tion of Oood Will and Highland Oranges. It is an enlargement of a snapshot
real “sing." There were games of Leon White .............................. 9.658 j years. These dual meets have been j
Feb 22-27—Community Food Fair ln
made by Philip Smith last winter
every description and dancing, the Vera Ames ............................... 6.651 based upon Slalom, Downhill, Cross j
the new auditorium.
NEW YEAR’S EVE
when the temperature was 16 degrees
post presenting the auxiliary with a Daisy Gray ............................... 5,278
Country, Jumping, and combined
THE WEATHER
below zero. It is an exceptionally
gift for each boy and girl, with Ice Carrie Breen ............................ 4.300
skiing. Two of his teams were en- )
Ambutation of one finger was
fine winter study.
cream, cake, fancy crackers and hot Ellen Anderson ........................ 3.665 ! tered in the third class Eastern Down
necessitated
by
«n
accident
which
While all this adulation Is being)
chocolate for everyone. A large doll, William Cross ........................ 3.236
Hill Championships last winter. |
Officials and clerks at the Court befell Dewey Tripp of the lime com dressed in auxiliary uniform had a
paid to that omnipresent personage
Clayton McMahon ........................................
1.779 These teams placed first and third
pany's
force.
House were in a state of subdued ex
four-letter name which was finally Vivian Foster ............................ 1,763
knowp as Santa Claus—and right
respectively against a field of 14 col
citement Wednesday afternoon, and
guessed ty Shirley Torrey, the
leges and club teams. His team of
fully so—why not hand a few or the the secret was let out of the bag when
The annual Christmas reunion of children marching "round and round’
Be practical, give automobile parts which he was a member won the open
bouquets to what we have seen of a Christmas tree was produced by the Comrades Of The Way will be as they guessed in turn. A large
and
accessories this Christmas. Max Slalom Championships of Vermont
Decomber, a state of weather almost Clerk of Courts Milton M. Griffin, held in the Congregational Vestry on chest of tools was won by Richard
imum discounts. Tires 25% off. Bat of 1936.
Sunday
evening
at
6
p.
m.
Sand

unparalleled for the concluding and numerous presents were taken
Hamlin, this being a man's name of teries 35 % off. Other parts, acces
The racing and jumping records of
month of the year. Yesterday the therefrom for Deputy Sheriff Robert wiches. cake, and cocoa will be pro 3 letters. Incidentally the names sories up to 50%. McLoon Sales &
hls pupils are remarkable. Two of
vided
by
the
Comrades,
and
a
suit

reckoning was rather close to zero, A. Webster and bride. Many of the
were "Emma" and “Roy," the sur Service. 21 Limerock street.
hls boys placed first and second in
but the mercury soon rose to a com gifts were of the joke sort, but there able program will be arranged. All names of the state president and
152-154 the ten Kilometer race at Lake
former
members
of
the
Comrades
state commander. As Ihe party came
fortable plane, and unless the next was no joke to the jingle of a very
Placid during the Eastern Cham
six days decide to be abnormal the substantial amount of cash. County of the Way are invited to be present. to a close, each child was presented
pionships, while another of hls pupils
recent prediction of E. B. Rideout Commissioner E. Stewart Orbeton
with a stocking filled with candy,
placed first in the Class B jumping
At St. Bernard's Church the first
will serve to place him in a class with j acted as Santa Claus, although no
nuts and oranges, to take home, the
on the Olympic Hill. This jumper
mass Christmas Day will be at 8
work of the auxiliary members. Mrs.
the Literary Digest’s straw ballot. voice like Stewart's was ever heard
holds the distinction of being the
o'clock when the junior choir will
Laura Ranlett. president had for
No snow on the ground, and no sign within the confines of the Arctic
youngest (16 years old) ever to be
sing the Christmas hymns. “Silent
her co-chairman Mrs. Elizabeth
of snow. "Unhealthy" some folks say Circle.
put in the Class A (highest class in
Night," “Sleep Holy Babe." “Angels
Noonan and Mrs. Marguerite Brewer,
"because there should be some snow
Rulings Effective For
the country.) Remarkable as the
We Have Heard On High" and
assisted
by
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Cormier,
to cover the dust germs.” As nearly
Through the efforts of employees j "Come All Ye Faithful." The regular
racing records are, they are dwarfed
Final Counting
as we can learn we exist through the telephone girls dance, and per choir will sing the ('Mass of the Mrs. Lura Boynton, Mrs. Helep Neal
by another record—none of the hun
the summer dust without any snow sonal donations, the staff at the Little Flow’er" at the 10:45 mass and and Miss Kay MMntire.
dreds of pupils whom Mr. Heistad
The final counting and an
drifts, and wet feet are apt to be local telephone office has raised the “Come All Ye Faithful’’ at the offer
| has taught to ski during the last 16
nouncement
of
winners
will
take
Smash hit! Before Inventory Sale
more productive of colds than dry handsome sum of $128.50. This money tory. At the close of this sendee
place in Perry's Main Street Mar years have ever broken a bone or
feet are. But every man to' hls taste, was Immediately put into use for Aime Beaudoin will sing, "Holy on every piece of the huge stock of ket, Dec. 24. 1936.
| had a serious injury while skiing.
Stonington Furniture Co. Dec. 26 to
Christmas work, the investigating
The Ballot Boxes will close
as the feller said.
Mr. Helstad uses in his teaching
Night."
Dec. 31. A true bargain festival with promptly at 10.30 p. m. No votes the latest methods adopted by the U.
committee going directly to different
will
be
accepted
for
counting
after
all the great stock slashed in price.
Extra good skating is the word homes to ascertain the articles most
DIED
this time. The official clock will S. Eastern Amateur Ski Association's
which comes from Community Park. needed, the purchasing committee DUNN—At New York city. Dec. 22. See advertisement page 3 —adv.
be the Western Union clock in School for skiers, which were given
Emma 8.. wife of Lee R Dunn, form
making all purchases from local
Perry’s Main Street Market. No a thorough and successful test at
erly of Rockland, aged 51 years. 6
Having conquered a sick spell, Pa merchants and the delivery commit
Give magazines for Christmac. ether clock or watch will be ac Dartmouth College. He teaches skiing
months. 13 days. Funeral today at
Ch”chatinurmenT i^orn^emf- Subscription Service on all magazines I cepted as being correct.
trolman Emery is tack on his beat. tee to start work Thursday morning,
Unsigned votes must be present on the level, climbing, downhill runwhen they will play “Santa" and dis
Merry Christmas. Mister.
tery.
new or renewals.
renewals.. Gift card fur ed to one of the judges by the con I ning, trail running, jumping, turns,
tribute these articles to 7 boys and 11 ANDERSON—Fort Jones, Calif . Dee. 9. nished.
Prompt, reliable service. testant in person to be credited to ) stem (single and double), Christiania
Marla N , widow of 'Willard Anderson,
John Q. Wood, who spent his girls, ranging from 2 to 14 years of
their score.
formerly of Warren, aged 85 years. 6 Fred E. Harden the magazine man.
(open, stem, pure), Telemark, jump,)!
youthful years at Hurricane Island, age, eight coats, seven dresses, three
months, 2 days.
The judges will be present in the
Tel. 35-W.—adv.
153-154
office of Perry's Main Street Mar high speed or tempo.
and who had a brilliant career in the pairs larrigans, 26 suits underw’ear,
Mr. Heistad, in addition to in
IN MEMORIAM
ket from 8 p. m. on until the
diplomatic service, died last week in 12 pairs bloomers, 2 pairs pajamas,
In loving memory of W. Frank Thomas
counting is completed.
struction in athletics at the Lebanon
St Petersburg. Fla., aged 69 years.
six hats, three pairs knickers, eight who passed away December 24, 1935.
Claims must be made to the
High School, and his duties as sub
If all the world belonged to us.
pairs shoes, 9 pairs overshoes and
judges in person by the contest
We would give lt. yes. and more
master, teaches manual training, a
ants. no other person or persons,
several other articles such as overalls,
To see hls loving smile again,
subject in which he shows canny
And
meet
him
at
the
door.
will be recognized.
snow-suits, etc. The sum of $18.71
How often he comes before us,
skill.
Contestants
are
asked
to
turn
in
Ambulance Service
Hls sweet face fond and true.
which remained after the purchases
(heir votes as early as possible for
For death can never take away
were made, will Ibe turned over to
Sweet memories, dear Dad. of you.
counting.
SPRUCE HEAD
the school milk fund. Tills is wholly
Wife, Son and Daughter
After 6 p. m. today all votes must
Warren. Me.
bc deposited in the ballot boxes in
an employee activity, not only in the
Services for Frank F. Wall were
I'crry s Main Street Market All
! local office, ibut In every telephone
CARD OF THANKS
held
from his late home Wednesday.
other
boxes
will
be
closed.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
The Auxlllary to Huntley-Hill Post.
I office in greater New England.
Rev. Alfred J. Wilson, of Norwcll.
V.F.W,, wishes to extend Its thanks to
CHAUNCEY
M.
D.
KEENE.
Morticians
the following who helped to make the
LENDON C. JACKSON, JR. Mass., a personal friend, officiated.
tree such a success: Central
Special roller skating every after Christmas
Maine Power Co.. St. Clair & Allen,
The bearers were Joseph Godfrey,
HARRY
E. WILBUR,
noon this week and next at Spanish Rockland Wholesale Grocery Co.. John
Lavon Godfrey, Robert Burch, Harry
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
Bird
Co..
Rockland
Produce
Co..
General
Judges
of
Southern
Winter
Cruise
TEL.
6S2
Villa rink for school children under Ice Cream Co., Earle C. Perry. James
Allard.
Interment in Forest Hill
•
CLAREMONT
ST.,
ROCKLAND
Contest.
Dondis.'Charles Tolman, Valno Johnson,
361-3G5 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
16 years, admission only 10 cents.
98tf
E B Crockett and Mr Havener.
cemetery. Spruce Head.
119-tf
153-155
Laura A. Ranlett, Pres.

BLACK SEALINE, size 18............

75.00; now

50.00

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

DRESS and SPORT COATS

VESPER A. LEACH

ROCKLAND, ME.

WAIT!!!!!
Until you hear the grand news from

“RUBENSTEIN’S “The Value Store”
Announcements to be made on TUESDAY, DEC. 29, in this paper

WATCH FOR THEM ! ! !
')£.‘

Senter Crane Company

RED TAG

“DO WE DANCE?”

TALK OF THE TOWN

SOUTHERN CRUISE
CONTEST

SALE
SATURDAY
DECEMBER 26
As is our custom we will put on sale the

day after Christmas all Coats and Dresses

we do not wish to carry into January.
z

The prices will be extremely low.

Watch for the Red Tags on all odd lots
of

mussed

Handkerchiefs,

Stationery,

Toilet Goods, Turkish Towel Sets, Under

wear, Children’s Dresses, etc., etc.
Slippers in the Bargain Attic will be

one-half price (broken sizes).

Coats and Dresses will be cut dras
tically.
Watch for the Red Tags, Saturday,

December 26.

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

WATCHES

DIAMONDS

CLARENCE E. DANIELS
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Jeweller Since 1892

BURPEES

■
Russell Funeral Home

DIAMOND RINGS

linen as a background, and blocking
| upon it a conventional floral design
in gay shades of wine, purple and
| lavender.
• • • •
Marlene Dietrich was born in his
toric Weimar, in the Duchy of Saxe-1
(By Joe E. Brown)
Weimar, where her father. Edouard i
von Losch, was a Prussian first lieu- j
Hollywood, Dec. 18.—The most tenant. . . She went to Berlin in 1921
beautiful girls in the world are at to study music in an effort to be a i
tracted by Hollywood but the girls concert violinist, but an injury to her'
almost always make the mistake of, wrlst brought this career to a sudden
cataloguing themselves in some sort stop . There she entered the Max 1
of film star pattern.
{ Reinhardt school—but under a dif-j
Michael Brooke, newly arrived ferent name, the one by which the ]
M-O-M actor, says this is the only worj<j now knows her ... Sire married |
fault he has to find with Hollywood pudoipf, gieber. an assistant direcbeauty. Brooke is in private life the |tor .. . Her first success came in the !
Earl of Warwick and world traveler. .-oreat Baritone' . . After that she j
"This same fault applies to a cer- j
an engagement in Vienna and |
tain extent to girls all over America, , returned to Berlin for the birth of |
he says. "But it is astonishing in
daughter, Maria
After the
Hollywood. Girls, who would be picture “The Blue Angel" with Emil
beautiful in their own way. soon be Jannings she was established all over
come just editions of Greta Garbo, the world and then she came to
Joan Crawford. Jean Harlow or Clau America . . Her first in America was
dette Colbert.
"Morocco."
• • • •
“You go into a drug store and the
Tts said that: There's a feud going
girl at the cash register has the hair
and make-up of Jean Harlow. The on in the Bing Crosby household all
waitress who brings your food to you , because Dixie Lee wants to go back
in a cafe, may have her eyes and j in pictures and Bing isn't so sure he
lips made up like Joan Crawford's. j approves. . . Latest is that because
"As a result the town is filled with ! Herbert Marshall didn't get that
beauty patterns depending on which j talked-of divorce while in England,
star s type of beauty a girl thinks | that his romance with Gloria Swan-j
she best can adopt. If they only ' son is almost through—Gloria leavwould stop this nonsense and make i ing soon for New York for a stage
their own beauty individual, Holly-! engagement.
s
wood would indeed be the city of
great beauties."
TENANT'S HARBOR
Brooke further believes that girls Leonard Dudley who has been in
would have much better chance ot the Marine Hospital in Portland since
getting into pictures if they would j September is slowly recovering.
cease trying to look like film stars. | James Ttoup and family were visit- !
Your correspondent agrees with him ors Saturday in Rockland.
in the light that the screen already ! Tlie Odd Fellows district meeting1
has one Garbo. Dietrich, Loy and j was jjeid jjpre last Thursday night |
others.
with a large attendance. Supper was j
• • • •
served by Puritan Rebekah Lodge.
If you were to visit the Marx
There will be a Christmas tree,
Brothers working on the "A Day At
Tuesday night in the church Old J
the Races" set you would wonder
and young are invited to attend.
what makes them so comical. How
Miss Mary Snow and Mrs. J K
ever. a strange fact was disclosed to
Monaghan were in Rockland recently.
me about them in the strange order
Mrs. Amelia Taylor is guest of her I
of their birthdays.
daughter Mrs. Edgar Brown in Rock
The dates of their birth run con
land.
secutively. Groucho was born Oct.
Miss Eva Torrey is confined to the
21, Chico. March 22. Harpo, Nov. 23.
house with grippe.
And, curiously. Gummo's birthday is
Thomas Melquist is cutting fire
April 34, and Zeppo's Feb. 25.
wood on the Torrey lot in Glenmere.
Because of the comfort of sandais! Schools closed here Friday for the
for sports, daytime and evening j Christmas vacation.
wear. Joan Crawford has discarded' Mrs Myrtle Taylor is visiting
all her other types of shoes in favor friends in Vinalhaven.
Doris Paterson motored Saturday
of these. . Jean Parker is busy hand
blocking yards of linen for a costume to Rockland.
C E. Wheeler was in Augusta on
ronsisting of shorts, blouse, culottes
and skirt. Jean is using natural ! a three-days’ business trip recently.

HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES
♦♦♦♦

-Pu/ll....

MIAMI

The mere knowledqe lhal al Ihe Columbus, you are indeed al Ihe
social and geographical center ot Ihings lends a sense ol well-being
lhal enhances your enlire slay. Bui Columbus charm is rooted deep in
practical foundations in quiet luxury of appointments, in proficiency
in providing the creature comforts, in superior service. Two entire
floors of public rooms, individual decora!ions, balhs with both tub and
shower, complete soft-water plant, sleam heal unique seventeenth
floor dining room-added to centralized convenience to every
business and recreational activity—these are foremost among Ihe
many factors lhal contribute lo complete vacation enjoyment in
Miami's Finest Hotel

3 al

1

Rerruatumj are aJniaHe, Write or Wire Inlay

I

Columbus
m i a m

is

ritrsT

BAtrnowT

hotci

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S
Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of Interest—Modern tn every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious gTound-floor porches,
which surround the hoteL Many rooms with private balconies.

HOTEL

Booklet

on
Application

GRALYNN
Corner Second Street

H. H. Mase
Manager

and First Avenme

June to
October
Hotel
Maselynn
Stamford
DeL ( o.
N. T.

Moderate Rates
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
V

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/’
RATES:
Jmgle
OouW.

Every-Other-Day
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to Your hotel in BOSTON

41»

All X00MJ WITH |AT>

Sf«c «I wt<Uy r«tM

500 Rooms
RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB ’-.SHOWER

MANGER
« NORTH STATION .
*4 STEP-/<■«»TRAIN- !./.</<■ ROOM

PICTURES in Ihe REUIS

Right Out Of The Air
By R F SERVICE ,

Fred Astaire is one ot radio's
greatest home bodies. He's rarely
seen in
Holly
wood night clubs
or gay
spots.
He'd rather stay
home
with
friends and play
bridge or- -in the
daytime - play
tennis on hls pri
vate court, swim
in hts own pool,
or waste hours
trying to decide
which
are
hts
Fred Astaire
own flowers and
hls own weeds.

••• Floyd Gibbons was walking
across 45th Street in New York on
hls way to a Speedshow rehearsal
when a girl's voice stopped him.
"Help the Spanish war widows,''
she was crying. There was a drive
on to raise money for the relief of
destitute non-combatants. The girl
launched Into a colorful description
of the war In Spain. Floyd made a
contribution
and
said
quietly:
"Take it from me. It's worse than
that"

Points of Personal In
terest to Every Motorist

•••Colonel Stoopnagle and Budd
have gone musical. They've been
working
on
a
little composition
of
their
own
which they hope
to spring on Don
Voorhees and hls
orchestra very
shortly
For
weeks Don has
been
hounding
them to put
their heads to
gether and turn
out an original
Budd Hullck
number for him
to play on the broadcast. The Col
onel once was leading "lady" ln a
college musical show

••• Ozzie Nelson s popularity on
those Ripley broadcasts Sunday
nights has brought so many cus
tomers to the Manhattan hotel
where he plays for dancing that hls
present engagement there has been
••• Radio lost one of its best renewed for several months.
singers when Alice Faye went West
••• When the Madeleine Carrollto the cinema
citadel. She still Herbert Marshall co-starring en
makes a few gagement In a
guest star ap Radio Theatre
pearances
and play was ar*
for these, listen ranged. Miss
ers are most In Carroll was in
and
debted to Bing Hollywood
Crosby's Thurs Marshall ln Lon
day night Music don. Consulta
j
Hall program. tions regarding
Her most recent the play and
air date with the other details
Crosby - Bums • were conducted
Alice Faye
Dorsey extrava via the cable and
ganza revealed that she also has telephone by
Cecil B DeMllle Madeleine Carroll
an unusual gift for comedy
and hls production associates ln
*** Seldom has a sound man en Radio Theatre
countered so much activity as does
••• One of the best-known per
the one assigned to Helen Hayes
“Bambi" broadcasts over NBC. To sons In New York City is Johnny,
help him out, the cast. Including tbe Call Boy on
the star, takes an active part in the Tuesday
night Leo Reisproducing the necessary effects.
man • Phil Duey
program.
Jack
Incidentally. Bing Crosby
has
Dempsey ls one
Just given Jimmy
of the intimates
Dorsey, band
ot little Johnny
leader
of
the
and the latter is
Music
Hall a dinner guest at
broadcasts, a Dempseys
res
strange new taurant
quite
baton.
Its the often
Johnny's
polished
drum taste seems to
stick from a big run towards pu- Johnny Roventlnl
urkey. and ls be- gj||gtlc greats he still carries on a
Ing used regu lively corespondence with his good
larly
But
the friend Prtmo Camera
boys In the band
Jimmy Dorsey
feel Bing ts glv.
••• Watch foi David Broekman
Ing Jimmy "the bird"
to pop up as musical director on
one of radio's most famous pro
••• Jack Benny holds a rehearsal grams At present he Is doing a
after his Sunday show has been grand Job on the West Coast.

w

STONINGTON

You and
Your Car

heard by six million people.
He
broadcasts hls first performance at
4:00 p.m., California time and his
rebroadcast for the West Coast at
8:00 p.m., P.S.T.

—by—

Frederick C. Russell
a National Motor Authority

(copyrighted)

I

A motorist who is all wrapped up. and told what to do. It's the only
in himself usually makes a mighty wa>' 10 come somewhere near guess,,
! ing how the general public will handle
small package
:
’
.
the car. Then the company makes
Your Winter Numerology
j t^e go ,percent estimate Just to be on
Now that a change to winter grade I the safe side.
oil is the popular subject of the hour
Thumbs Down On Speed
in motordom perhaps it would be'
operator Q{ # fleet of
well to know what is meant by the
j
u
mcre
numbers. 10. -O. 30 and so on wi t damaging w a car to over-speed It
respect to lubricant. These gradings than
R
da(es
are determined by the time it takes. , tQ an
concernjng force ot
expressed in seconds, for oil to flow.
( ;n;reas
with the
re ot
.«______ J —nn/r ft ! I
r
through
a standard size hole and fill
the velocity. We always feel sorry
a specified .measure at a given tem for a car when the driver loads it with
perature. This is very helpful in
passengers and then puts too great
grading oils as to desirability for
a luggage load on behind, but some
varying operating conditions, but the
how or other the sight of a speeding
numbers have nothing whatever to
car suggests that it is merely having
do with the quality of the oil. An oil
a high old time skimming over the
may fit into the 20 grade, for in
road. We should reverse our sym
stance. yet break down and become
pathy. If you double the load on a
a No. 10 grade when the engine heats. car you merely double the stresses,
That may be too thin for the par- |
whereas doubling the speed increases
ticular engine, proving once again | stresses 125 percent.
that while the numbers may be useful
How Fast To Stop
as a general guide the quality of the
"How rapidly is it safe to stop a ,
product and the reputation of the re
car?" is an interesting question pro- '
finer are of first consideration.
I
pounded
by one of the serious-minded
Benefit Of The Doubt
motorists who can take time out to)
It isn't fair to take too seriously
read this part of the weekly chat on any failure of a demonstration car to
automobiles. Weil, that IS a ques
operate exactly as you would expect.
tion. I have been in cars that swayed
These cars often are badly damaged
J
J their way to wiggily stop, and that i
bi poor driving and the demand placed
. . ,
...
..
J
, certainly was putting on the deupon them to "show cff.” Recently . ..
.
,,
H
,
' . | celeration too smartly. You can t ,
drove one with brakes that screeched
... always tell about exceeding the stopannoyingly. There was a decided
. .
..
....
}
}
J
.
ping limit Just by noting if the tires
tendency toward a leftward pull dur- ....
.. ,_ ,
. .
}
,
i slide, because the brakes may not be 1
ing stopping. It certainly didnt loot
„
...
„ ,
, J . x .v, weI1 equalized, or the tires may be
wei ’for the car. but I dismissed the
__
_ .
...
...
.
,
.
worn. It is a good idea to try to
defect with the thought that probjudge distances, and then keep in
ebly people had been abusing the
mind the normal stopping distances
brakes, causing warpage of one of the
foi modern cars. This will help you
brake drums.
do the Job in a more competent way.
Means Excess Of Power

CUSHING

A Bermuda Nymph—Lolling on a ledge of coral It’s like look
ing lor a pearl m an oyster But if you search long enough
among Bermuda s coral reefs you'll find something like thisl
The coral fan in the background
is for sun-protection

Reaction Plus Stopping Time

When the clutch is rough as the
Bear in mind, however that therMr. and Mrs. Eugene Smith have
A merry Christmas and Happy New ; car is started cff in low gear, but is is the reaction time to be considered I
moved to the tenement above T. H. Year to all readers of the good old. smeoth enough if the start is made 'n addition to the actual stopping
Sturdee's store.
Courier-Gazette, everyone's paper!
in second, the indications are that time. Put it another way by saying
Miss Grace Faulkingham Miss
R E. Stevens and Barlow Weath-. tlle car “ somewhat overpowered. that there is (the space lost while
Phyllis Bailey and Harold Doe of erbee have each had the telephone j ‘rilis is ap! to be the case with starting to stop, in addition to that J
' roadsters or convertible phaetons
the teaching force are passing vaca- installed.
actually needed to stop while the;
tions ln Bangor.
Anna Seavey is in State S'reet where an engine powerful enough to brakes are applied. Many people make
give brilliant performance to the
Mr. and Mrs Clifford Jackson who , Hospital Portland where she recently
the mistake of abbreviating the stop-:
have been visiting relatives here and! underwent an operation for appen- heavier body models is retained for ping distance in order to compensate
the lighter ones. Clutch grabbing
at Isle au Haut. have returned to iritis Her parents Mr. and Mrs.
for the time ond space lost in think' may of course be due to a number of | ing about stopping. That's bad policy. I
Kennebunk.
A- T Seavey are in Portland with
other causes, but it is well to consider | It does not occur to most people that
Mr. and Mrs Merle Smith have another dau«htCT Mrs WalUr Irish'
this particular situation. A double
i there's more possibility of serious
moved to one of Chester Eaton's
1)6 near her'
check can be made by noting how
tenements
' Mr- and Mrs William Rivers cele- the clutch behaves when the car is damage upsetting the car or skid- ;
...
_
,
,
,
. , brated their 50th wedding anniverding It than in hitting the object
Valmore Greenlaw is employed at
started upgrade in low. A genuine
.
.
1 sary the past week. Their son Wenalong when the car has nearly come
Barter s Lumber yard.
, , „ ,,
,
case of clutch grabbing will show up
1 dall. Mrs. Rivers and friends came
to a halt.
Mildred Allen is a patient at the Sunday from Portland and partw>lt here as well aas when the car is startQueries On Their Mind
Bangor Sanitorium.
of a chicken dinner in commemora- ed ln second.
Q.
There
is a heavy, persistent i
Mechanic Joe Speaking:
Mrs. Lillian Eaton has returned tion of the event. Mr and Mrs Rivers
knock in the engine of my car. While I
from a visit with her daughter Helen were the recipients of many presents,
“It is my thought that a car owner
the car is five years old it has been
in Portland.
J including a lamp and a decorated always should be questioned regardkept in good condition and all of the
Miss Georgia Billings is home calce made by their daughter-in-law. ins the way he had used his car,
usual tests fail to reveal where the
from Bluehill Hospital.
Mrs Elsie Riverswhen he goes to the service station trouble originates. Would it be
Mrs. F. I. Geyer entertained the with the complaint that gas mileage
Ray Small. S. B Knowlton and P.
possible for the timing geaix to make
T. Clarke were recent business visit Helpful Club at her home Friday ■ is a disappointment. I proved the this noise? H. L.
night, the members and invited value of my theory the other day
ors in Augusta.
friends to the number of 25 surpris- when I asked an owner point blank A. This has nothing to do with
Mrs. Nettie Spofford has closed ing
wittl a sdOwer of presents in whether he had passed many cars the timing gears, H. L. will find that
her home for the winter and will memory of her approaching birth
the flywheel is loose. It should be
on the trip which had revealed such
bolted tightly to the crankshaft.
reside at Eaton's Inn.
day anniversary. She received many low mileage.
Mrs. Fred Cousins of Isle au Haut, pretty and useful gifts, incltidlng
"He boasted that he had passed Q. Can you tell me what would
was a recent visitor in town.
four cakes. Mrs. Roscoe Marshall everything on the road, but added cause the crankcase of iny ear to |
Capt. and Mrs. Frank Gross and read an original poem which much that he did not speed and therefore fill up with raw gasoline? There is
daughter Doris are in Portland to enjoyed. Beano was played and re did not see why mileage should have no trouble with the automatic choke,
pass the holidays with Mr and Mrs. j freshmente served.
been so bad. That's all I wanted to no excessively rich mixture and no
Gross' daughter Margaret.
know. I knew that in overtaking loss of power. But every time I drain
I Capt. James W. Coombs is home Let a Christmas gift of a year's cars he had been obliged to step on off the oil there is so much gasoline
' after an eight months' yachting sea subscription to The Courier-Gazette the accelerator pedal more frequently. in the crankcase as there is oil. B.
with the news from home, speak of I suspected from this evidence that B. 6.
son.
Miss Nellie Littlefield of the High your regard for that loved one away; the acceleration pump was out of ad A. There have been a number of
146'154
j School faculty is passing a vacation $3 a year.—adv.
justment. And that was the an such cases recently. One of my
readers discovered that this was due
at her home in North Berwick.
swer.”
to trouble with the fuel pump. By
Mrs. Josephine Fifield of Brewer
Haste Spoils It All
replacing the diaphragm discs the
spent Sunday with Mrs. Susie
Young xWaestro
Looking over a gas mileage chart trouble was completely cured.
Cousins.
of one of the latest cars I find that
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Gross and
Q I think the thermostat in the
it is going to cost less to operate it
engine of my car is slow opening.
children Betty and Sidney are home
this year, particularly for those who
How can I make sure about this?
from Glen Cove, N. Y. and will oc
remember that mileage goes down as R. U. W.
cupy their home here during the win
speed goes up. What interested me
ter.
A. Remove it from the engine and
most on this chart was the nar
Mrs. Frank McGuire is home from
insert it in a pan of water warmed
rowed gain in savings between this
New York.
to 148 degrees, which you can check
and last year's model as speed in
with a thermometer. The normal
Mrs. Charles Robbins has been
creases. That is, while there was an
thermostat should open somewhere
called to Portland by the illness of
improvement of two miles per gallon
In the neighborhood of 150 degrees.
her daughter Mrs. Carrie Somers.
at around 30 miles per hour this was
Mrs. Bertha Donavan and family
cut to around a half gallon at 60. And
are occupying the lower tenement in
DEER ISLE
ol course at 60 and above the mileagi
Annie Barter’s house.
of both this and last year's cars was
Miss Lois Stinson is home from
Miss Anna E. McVeigh ts home
just about half that (obtainable at the
Bangor Commercial College to pass
from Farmington Normal School for
more moderate .speeds.
the holidays.
the holidays and Miss Norma Sylves
No Bouquets For Public
Mrs. John E. Gross is recovering
ter from U. of M.
Evidently John Q Public isn’t so
from an attack of grippe.
outstanding as a driver. At least by George M. Dodge remains ill with
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Shephard of
comparison with the people who drive influenza.
Glen Cove, N. Y., are here for a
cars on the proving grounds. One Mrs. Laura Brown who has been
few months.
company figures the public's ability helping care for her father returned
to obtain good gas mileage will be Friday to Eagle.
Delicious Desert, for Christmas, a
about
80 percent of that obtainable Harold Black is home from Miami
roll of that very popular Fro-Joy
by those who handle the same car on where he suffered a severe illness.
Butter Pecan Ice Cream, rolled in
the proving grounds. I understand He is obliged to take a three months"
Henry King, society’s favorite
finely chopped English walnuts, a
that proving ground testers are not rest. Mr. and Mrs. Black are mak
real treat for any occasion, only 35c. maestro who is heard Wednesday
nights with Bums and Allen, is one
picked for their skill at operating ing their home with Mr. and Mrs..
Four large servings.—adv.
of the youngest successful baton
can
They are just put at the wheel Henry Haskell
wavers in radio. He is 33
148&151&153

Glamour by tha box—Yes. but don't forget
to insist on purity, too. Here's an automatic
Lucretia Vanderbilt lipstick, in gold and
white case, backed by expert laboratory
tests to insure quality ol ingredients The sci
entist who made it advises Don’t lend your
lipstick:

A TOWER OF ICE—A pillar ol
gleaming ice more than 150
leet high will be one ol the
unusual sights at the Paris 1937
International Exposition which
opens next May It is rapidly
nearing completion on Ihe ex
position grounds between -he
Alexander III and the Alma
Bridgi

B. C. Htaeoclr (right) Presi
dent. Caterpillar Tractor Company. Peona. Illinois, world's
largest producer ol D:esel en
gines shows his 2I.030th unit,
displayed at the New York
Power Show, to C R D Meier,

testing engineer loi the first
Diesels built in this country

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
1

2

M

3

5

7

b

14

13

IO

9

II

I

12

lb

15

iSSyv

17

16
2d

1?

2i

21

b

r

2b

27

25

J 26

5i

30

29

24

il

33

Vt

55

3fc> 37

3^ J 40

36

9-4

42

l”,

Mb

47

49
52

41

53l

50

51

54

5b

57

Go

55
54

58
bl

HORIZONTAL

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
47-Glass in a window
48- Prefix. Thrice
7-Native of Sparta
50-American Protective
13-Clear of
Association (abbr.)
14- Unit
15- S. W. State of
52-Rubbers
United States(abbr.) 54-Most agile
56- Used in negation
16- Before
17- Highest mountain in 57- Hawaiian garland
58- Evcn (contr.)
the world
59- Wild (Scot.)
18- reclaims
60- Devices for remov
19- Prefix.
Apart
ing seeds
20- lmitate
61- Awakened
21- Bristle (Bot.)
24-Trailing plant
VERTICAL
26-Before long
28- Physical director
1-Oiler
29- Grate
2- Fifty-four
30- Sleep noisily
3- Shapes ideas
32- Grows old
33- Metric land measure 4- Touched the line, as
in racing
34- King of beasts
5- Flags
38-Horse
6- Snares
40-Beseeches
7-Girl's name
44- lntroduces from
8- Make ready
, abroad
9- Milltary assistant
45- Extreme
10-Abounding
46- Moved swiftly
1-Glow

’

VERTICAL (Cont.)
11- Equip
12- Home-bullding bird*
22- Epoch
23- High mountain
24- By way of
25- Born
27- An insect (pi.)
28- Cornered
31-Crude metal

34- Heede
35- Mischievous child
36- To put in action
37- Bow
38- Agitator
39- A pipette
40- Serpent
41- Gold coin of ancient
Greece (pi.)

42- Of the same blood
43- Perfumed
48- Combining form. Far
49- Principal Egyptian
goddess

50- On the ocean
51- River In Tuacany
53-Fiah egga
55-Look

(Solution to previous puzzle)

WEST WALDOBORO
Eugene (Winchenbach of Ann Ar
bor, Mich, is spending two weeks
with his parents, Mr . and Mrs.
Alton Winchenbach.
Walter IStover and family have
moved to one of Alton Creamer's
apartments in tlie Genthner district.
Miss Martha Winchenbach was a
visitor Saturday in Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs Albert Goetz and
three daughters of Michigan are
guests of Mrs. Goetz' parents Mr. and
Mrs. Alton Creamer.
Miss Ida Winchenbach spent Sun
day at home from Augusta.
'
Mrs. Annie Delano and Mrs.
Charles Collamore of Lawry called
Friday on Mrs. Aaron Nash.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Smith and son
of Round IPond were callers at the
Aaron Nash residence recently.
School closed Friday for two weeks'
vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach

daughter Eleanor and Mrs. Aaron
Nash were Rockland visitors Saturday.
Miss Esther Aulis who was em
ployed at the Moody Cabins for four
months, has returned home for the
winter.

Tiie Sunday School children are
preparing a program to be given to
night at the church with an enter
tainment and Christmas tree.
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NORTH HAVEN

With Extension

agents

AND THE
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KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU

ll il

son are to demonstrate muffin mak
ing.—Ina Anderson, club secretary, j
....
Arleen Coolbroth, secretary of the
Abnakis, 4-H. Tenant's Harbor, re
ports that a Christmas tree party
was held at their last club meeting
Dec. 17 at the home of Mrs. Claribel
Andrews, leader. A business meeting
was also held and Mrs. Andrews disi cussed the making of the food scrap
'books for the Cooking and House
advantage of the program must at
Good Workers 4-H Club of White- keeping girls.
tend these meetings which end Feb.
••• •
•
field
has completed its program of
13. Enrollment sheets will toe made
Party pop corn balls are easy to
out at that time. The second series work for 1937. Mrs. Clara Law is
of meetings will be for those men leader and Helen Law is her assist make and will be good for 4-H Club
who have enrolled. It is expected ant. The officers in the club are: parties during the winter season.
that there will be 1000 farmers en Mabel Heath, president; Anna Zeph- The recipe follows: Mix together 114
rolled this year. Already over $2000 fler. vice president; Helen Law, sec- tblsps. of melted butter; 2 cups mo
has been paid farmers in the county ! retary; Dorothy Eastman and Thel lasses; 2-3 cups sugar. Cook without
ma Heath, color bearers; and Doro stirring until the candy becomes
for work done the past year.
brittle when dropped in cold water,
Dates of meetings will appear in thy Walter, cheer leader.
then add a tiny pinch of soda. Pour
this column in a short time, so watch
mixture over 4 qts. of freshly popped
out for the one which is the most
The Jolly Toilers of George's River
convenient for you. There will be Rd . Thomaston, is the first club to corn, stir well, and while still warm
I make into balls. The balls may be
33 meetings
report definite plans for their pub wrapped in cellophane paper of va
•• • •
lic demonstration. The club has
The latest hatchery report indi been divided into two demonstration rious colors, used as a center decora
cates fewer chicks hatched and fewer teams, both to give a demonstration tion on the table if put in a suitable
eggs put in the incubators during and some program on the evening of tray or basket. Squares of cellophane
November. The large amount of Jan. 11; the best to be awarded a tied with gay ribbons with the cor
poultry in storage Is discouraging prize. Helen M. Johnson is the cap ners of the paper spread out give a
petal-like festive appearance to the
early broiler business.
tain of the first team with the fol balls.
• • • •
lowing members: Arlene Nelson.
Planning meetings scheduled for
Edna Ranta, and Elaine Risteen—
next week arc: Tuesday. Union, I O.
LITTLE JOYS
this group selected to show how to
O F. hall; Wednesday, Damariscotta,
How sweet a thing It la,
make an apron from a pattern Ina The way hundreds of little Joys
Biscay community hall; Thursday,
Anderson, captain of the second Will gather and chatter and huddle
themselves.
Bunker Hill Orange hall. All meet
team, with the two younger girls, Lovingly.
ings start at 10.30.
Eleanor Nelson and Dorothy John About a great sorrow.

| the Lake, Hope; and the Jolly Toilers
Agriculture
J. Carlton Adams of Boothbay and of Georges River Road, Thomaston.
Harold Allen of Hope, county com (The Judging Champions in tlie Almitteemen,
accompanied
County ’ ford Lake 4-H, of which Miss Annie
Agent Wentworth to Lewiston to M Rhodes is leader, are Audrey
obtain information on the Agricul Grassow for muffins and Emma
Mank for patches; in the Jolly Toil
tural Conservation Plan for 1937.
There will be two series of meet ers, led by Miss Esther Harjula, Ar
ings this year, the first series start lene Nelson ls the champion for the
ing Jan. 19 for the purpose of enroll hemmed patches. Each champion
ing men. Everyone willing to tale will receive a 1937 judging ribbon.

Helen Birch Bartlett, ln Poetry

Smith McIntire agricultural econo
mist in farm management will be in
the district to hold a meeting on
''Farm Inventories" at Boothbay
Grange hall on Jan. 5.

Notice has been received from
Maurice D. Jones, College of Agricul
ture. Orono, chairman of Farm ar.d
Home Week committee, that the an
nual Farm and Home Week will be
held March 29-April 1.
■ • • •
With the Homes

Burkettville. Dec. 15 at the plan
ning meeting in Mrs. Nettie Grin
nell’s home these officers and project
leaders were elected: Chairman. Mr; j
Gladys Linscott; secretary Mrs Car
olyn Leigher; clothing. Mrs. Netl'c
Grinnell; foods. Mrs. Mattie Light;
assistant foods. Mrs. Florence Cal
derwood; home management, Mrs
Etta Ireland; treasurer, Mrs Cora |
Maddocks; and club project reporter, i
Mrs Carolyn Leigher. The commun
ity project is the exchange of maga- j
zines with Mrs. Mattie Light in
charge. A short entertainment and
Christmas tree were a part of the
day's program.
• • • •
At South Thomaston. Dec. 17 In the
'"Grange hall, the Farm Bureau pro
ject leaders and officers were elected
as follows: Chairman. Mrs Ruth
Brown; secretary, Mrs. Madeline Ma
loney; clothing, iMrs. Elizabeth
Mitchell; foods. Mrs. Aurilla Ripley;
home management, Mrs. Ruby Ma
kinen; and librarian. Mrs Madeline
Maloney. The square meal at noon
was served by Mrs. Ruby Makinen
and Mrs. Annie Dennison. •
■ • • •
East Union. Dec. 18. at the Farm
Bureau meeting in the Grange hall.
Mrs. Jennie Payson was elected
chairman; Mrs. May Robbins, secre
tary; Mrs. Winona Brown, clothing;
Mrs. Amelia Dornan, foods: Mrs. Lu
cretia Pushaw. home management;
Mrs. Jennie Payson, librarian; and
Mrs. Lottie Wellman, treasurer. The
committee in charge of the children’s
clinic is: Hrs. Gretchen Payson, Mrs.
Helen Spear, and Mrs. Winona
Brown. A Christmas tree was in
cluded ln the program.
• • • •
The (Rockland Farm Bureau had a
community Christmas tree Monday
night. Mrs. Mattie Gardner was
chairman of the committee; Mrs.
Alice Wiley had charge of gifts for
the children; Mrs. Katherine St.
Clair, refreshments.; Mrs. Ethel Con
non, program; and Mrs. Ruth Levenseller and Mrs. Alice Fitzgerald,
decorations.
• • • •
The following were included in the
program: A song service with Mrs.
Rhodes as leader and Mrs. Ethel
Connon, accompanist:
Christmas
carols sung by a group of children;
piano solos by David and Mary Farrand; vocal solos by Mrs. Augustus
Huntley; reading by Walter Connon,
vocal selections by the Young sisters;
and a solo by Myron Young. Santa
Claus arrived with his pack of gfits
for everyone and cornballs, cake,
candy, salted peanuts, were served by
the refreshment committee.
• • • 4-H Club Notes

Judging contests have been held by
three clubs—the Quintuplet 4-H,
Warren; Alford T-ake 4 -IT Head of

A VISIT OF ST. NICHOLAS
•S'S'S'S'S'S
’Twas the night before Christmas,
When all through the house

Not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse;
T'he stockings were hung by the chimney with care,
In hopes that St. Nicholas soon would be there.

The children were nestled all snug in their beds,
While visions of sugar plums danced through their heads;

And Mamma in her kerchief and I in my cap

Had just settled our brains for a long winter's nap.

When out on thc lawn arose such a clatter

1 sprang from my bed to see what was the matter.
Away to the window 1 flew like a flash,
Tore open the shutters and drew up the sash.
The moon on the breast of the new fallen snow

Gave a luster of midday to objects below;
When what fo my wondering eyes should appear
But a miniature sleigh and eight tiny reindeer,

With a little old driver, so lively and quick,

1 knew in a moment it must be St. N ick!
More rapid than eagles his coursers they came,

And he whistled and shoutedand called them by name;
“Now, Dasher! now, Dancer! now, Prancer! now Vixen!
On, Comet! on Cupid on Donner and Blitzen!

To the top of the porch, to the top of the wall,

Now, dash away, dash away, dash away, all!”
As dry leaves that before the wild hurricane fly,

When they meet with an obstacle, mount to the sky,
So up to the housetop the coursers they flew,
With the sleigh full of toys and St. Nicholas, too.

And then in a twinkling 1 heard on the roof

The prancing and pawing of each little hoof;

As 1 drew in my head, and was turning around,
-Down the chimney St. Nicholas came with a bound.
He was dressed all in fur from his head to his foot,

And his clothes were all tarnished with ashes and soot;
A bundle of toys he had flung on his back,

And he looked like a peddler just opening his pack.
His eyes how they twinkled! his dimples how merry!
His cheeks were like roses, his nose like a cherry;
His droll little mouth was drawn up like a bow,

And the beard on his chin was as white as the snow,
T he stump of a pipe he held tight in his teeth,
And the smoke it encircled his head like a wreath.

He had a broad face, and a little round belly,
That shook when he laughed like a bowl full of jelly.

He was chubby and plump—a right jolly old elf—
And I laughed when Isaw him in spite of myself.

A wink of his eye and a twist of his head

Soon gave me to know I had nothing to dread.
He spoke not a word, but went straight to his woik,
And filled all the stockings; then turned with a jerk,
And laying his finger aside of his nose,
And giving a nod, up thc chimney he rose.

He sprang to his sleigh, to his team gave a whistle,
And away they all flew like the down of a thistle;
And I heard him exclaim, ere he drove out of sight,

“Happy Christmas to all, and to all a good-night!’’

—Clement C. Moore.
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ORFF’S CORNER

Herman Crockett was in Rockland
Mrs. Nellie Borneman went Mon
Saturday on business.
day to Warren where she will spend
Jasper Beverage returned Friday the holiday at the home of Mrs. Wil
to all of those whose patronage has made our busi
from the U. of M. to spend the Christ bur Spear.
ness what it is today and to each and every one
mas vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Bragg and
Mrs.
Florence
Sprague
made
a
visit
of our fellow townsmen—
Those who arrived Saturday for the
Christmas holidays were Eleanor Friday in Lisbon Falls.
Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett of Rock
A Urry illrrry Clfristmaa
Brown from Gorham Normal School,
Milton Beverage from Suffolk Uni land was a caller Sunday at Albert
versity, Boston, and Marjorie Huse Elwell’s.
A Happy attft Prosperous
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Jackson were
from her teaching position in Wood Nnu yrar . . .
land.
visitors Wednesday In Rockland.
•
•
•
•
Mercedas Calderwood and Trma
and, as befits our business,—a Warm and Comfort
Santa Visits Pupils
Grant, having visited in Portland for
able Home Always—the kind that is obtained by
a week, returned home Friday.
School closed for the Christmas re
burning D&H Cone-Cleaned Anthracite.
Favorable reports are received from cess Friday with a Christmas tree
Mrs. May Beverage giving prospect of and program arranged by the teacher
her early recovery. Miss Etta Bev Miss Lois Harkins.
erage returned Friday from Rockland.
Santa Claus arrived at the appoint
Frank Beverage spent Saturday with ed time and after greeting everyone
SI9 MAIN ST.
TEL 487
Mrs. Beverage and returned the fol proceeded to unload the prettily dec
lowing day.
Tune
In
the
New
I).
A
II.
Anthra
orated tree, each child receiving a
cite Radio Program Sunday* 2 00
Christmas exercises carried out in gift and box of candy from the teach
to 2:30—NBC RED Network
the schools Friday were of exceptional er who in turn was presented with
high order. At the Thoroughfare a gift from the school.
school they were directed by Mr. Law
Several mothers were present and
rence and Miss Nickerson and at the each was presented with a gaily
Central*school by Miss Nettie Bever decorated program .
WALDOBORO
age. There was a good attendance
The pupils' offerings were: Wei- ]
Mrs. I. S. Bailey of Phlladephla Is
of parents and friends. To the de come, Louise Reed; "A Letter to|
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
light of the boys and girls. Leon Stone
Santa Claus,” Maurice Haskell; I
J. T. Gay.
and Arthur Calderwood acted the part
"When Christmas Comes,'' Donald >
of Santa Claus.
Miss Faye M Keene of the faculty
Achorn; "Daddy's Best Gift," Velma i
The Unity Guild conducted a saie
of the Ethical Culture school of New
Orff; “My Christmas Star,” Norman
Friday afternoon in Library hall. A i
York city is at her home here for
Bragg; “A Christmas Confession, 'j
goodly sum was realized.
the holidays.
Beatrice Elwell; Song and Tap dance |
The 4-H Boys' Club had a social
Warren Simmons of Everett. Mass,
"An Earful of Music," June and
and Christmas tree in Library hali
is visiting hls mother, Mrs. Cassie
Helen Reed;
,
Friday night, with Arthur Beverage
Simmons.
"The Christmas Star," Roland
and Alton Calderwood in charge.
Bragg; “Santa and Arithmetic.'
Archibald Kaler, who Is passing the
Arthur Lawrence is to be com
June Reed; "A Happy Child," Rod
winter
at the Whitcomb Home, was
mended for the salvage of used toys
ney Jackson; “Generosity," Almeda
the recipient Monday of a shower of
and the placing of them in homes
Bragg; “Choosing a Tree," Raymond
cards and gifts on his 80th birthday
where boys and girls will be more
Kennedy; "Easily Satisfied,” Robert
anniversary.
than glad to receive them.
Reed; “Kitty's Present," Raymond
Dr. Arthur Woodman has been in
The large pumpkin weighing 68
Jackson. Jr.; song. "Noel," Louise i
Vinalhaven making arrangements for
pound ; on exhibition in J. T Oay's
Reed; "A Visit from St. Nicholas,"
the opening of an office there.
store is a product of the garden of
Christmas exercises with trees will Helen Reed; “The Trip I'll Take,"
Charles Rowe, Jr.
Achorn;
“Conversation."
be held at the church tonight at 7 Donald
Phlllmore Hoffses of Boston has
Parents and friends are asked to take Velma Orff and Louise Reed; "The
been in town this week bringing the
Christmas
Poem,"
June
Reed;
“
What
gifts in the afternoon for the tree.
body of his wife for burial ln South
They Want," Guy Kennedy Jr.; “A
Waldoboro. While here he was guest
Christmas Telephone," Maurice Has
Sacred Christmas Pageant
of Mrs. Mary Wade.
kell; “Santa Claus is Coming to
The pageant presented Sunday Town," Helen Reed.
Dr and Mrs. Francis Redlon have
night was one of the most impressive
been passing a few days In Portland.
and beautiful the church has given.
The Lions enjoyed the annual
VINALHAVEN
Its title was "And There Were Shep
Christmas party Wednesday night at
herds."
It presented the nativity
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Boman of
Stahl's Tavern. Charles Stenger,
and also woven into it was the dedi Lisbon Falls, are spending the holi
King Lion, presided and Frank Tirreil
cation of youth to the building of th- days with relatives in town.
of Rockland, attorney-at-law, was
new world ln which Christ should
V. L. Beverage of North Haven was
the iguest speaker. Mr. Tirreil spoke
have the pre-eminence. The church recent guest of his uncle Freeman
entertainingly
of hls hobby, raising
Errol Flynn end lovely Olivia dr llavilland are together again as stars in
platform was made to represent an Leadbetter.
i pigeons, and had several fine birds
the
Warner
Bros,
production.
“
Thc
Charge
of
the
Light
Brigade."
The
climax
outdoor hillside in Palestine. Through
Frederick Jones of Belfast has been
I for exhibition. The Christmas tree
of this adventure-filled story is the valiant charge of the now immortal
the kindness of Mrs. Lorraine Cal in town the past week.
I held gifts, as usual, to be distributed
‘
600.
”
—
adv.
derwood there was used for the back
C. S. Roberts of Rockland Is here
among children. Eighteen Lions and
ground the woodland scenery from her for a few days.
! Lionesses were In attendance.
hall which lent much to the setting of
Mrs. Marshall Coombs and daugh
“The Charge of the Light Brigade," for his brother to her betrothed, at
William Jameson, a Freshman at
the pageant.
ter Audrey returned Tuesday from Warner Bros.' stupendous production the same time expressing her tear Phillips-Andover Academy. Is pass
The parts of the shepherds were Ro’kland
suggested by tlie immortal poem of that the man she loves will be killed ing the holidays with his parents,
taken by Leon D. Stone, Ronald GilProf, and Mrs. David Moyer and Alfred. Lord Tennyson, comes with in battle.
Mr. and Mrs. Poster Jameson.
lis, Mervyn Snow and Austin Joy. family who were at their summer an all-star cast headed by Errol
Tlie elder brother and superior offi
At an assembly held Tuesday in the
Joseph by Alton Calderwood. Abram home The Music Box the past season Flynn and Olivia deHaviland—and cer promises he will keep the younger
High School a sketch entitled, "Just
by Herman Crockett, merchant by are in St. Petersburg, Fla.
over fifteen thousand extra people. i from danger, and carries out this Another Day at the Office" was preEmery Wooster, Jr., Angel Gabriel
Mr. and Mrs. IR. Mont Arey arrived
The absorbing story of which the pledge when he sends his brother i sented by Olive Piper, Rhoda Hilton
by Stanley Quinn. Children having Wednesday from Rochester. N Y„ for charge cf the Light Brigade makes back to headquarters with a noti to
and Wilbur Vannah. Laura Creamer
parts were William Hopkins and Caro the holiday.
' the sensational climax begins in the Commandant telling him that ! presided. Glee Club practice was held
lyn Greenlaw. The herald was Mrs.
Edith Nickerson and Phyllis Black India, where two brothers, both army he has deliberately changed an order Wednesday morning In the gymStanley Quinn, the Angel of Annunci are home from North Haven for the i officers, are rivals for the hand of for retreat Into an attack, he him i nasium under the direction of Mrs.
ation, Greta Morrison. The part of Christmas vacation.
a beautiful Scottish girl. The gill self riding to his death on the battle Gretchen
Simmons
Thursday
Mary was taken by Mercedes Calder
Mrs. A. U. Patterson is passing thc is belrothed to the elder, but during field.
morning each class had its home
wood. The cornetist was Raymond winter in Rockland with her daugh his absence, fighting on the frontier,
This is the terrific climax to tne room period. The seniors chose for
Stone, and violinist Gracie Beverage. ter Pauline Schofield.
picture, but the preliminary setting a subject "The Qualities of Good
she falls in iove with thc younger.
Assisting in the pageant with Christ
Mrs. Clyde Bickford of Addison is
She struggles against this love, be in India is filled with thri.iing action Citizenship;" the juniors "The Battle
mas songs throughout was the young spending the holiday in town.
lieving herself obligated to her , including border skirmishes, hand te of Life;" thc sophomores. "Famous
Miss Kathleen Cotter arrived Mon
women's choir under the leadershp
fiancee, but when she finds that l and fighting, the massacre of offi People’; the freshmen, "Material
of Barbara Stone, with Mrs. Wood- day from Cambridge. Mass, for the
both of her lovers have been ordertj cers. men, women and children under That Can Be Found In the school
worth at the organ. There were ten solidays.
to the front against the Russians ill a flag of truce at CfcuktU and scores library. .
in the choir.
Miss Virginia Black is home from
the Crimea, she confesses her iove of other breath-taking events—adv
The pageant was ably coached by West Hartford, Conn., for the Christ
BREMEN
Mrs. Elizabeth Bunker. Special men mas vacation.
Union where she attends High School
Mr. and Mrs. John Nichols and
SOMERVILLE
tion should be made of those who
Thc Corner School had an enter
Miss Ella Willey ls making a holi
took the heavier parts and the excel Wendall Smith went Tuesday to
Mrs. Lillian Grotton 1s in Rockland tainment and Christmas tree Friday day visit at the home of her cousin,
lence with which they carried them Portland.
Miss Ellyn Georgeson was hostess to spend the winter with her daugh at the school house, the festivities Agnes Willey.
i out, Ronald Gillis and Leon Stone;
being enjoyed by parents and friends.
Mrs. Carrie Wallis is ln Rockland.
Tuesday
night to the Knit Wits. A ter Mrs Mae Grotton.
also the children William Hopkins and
Santa
Claus arrived and generously
Tileston Collamore and family have
Sand
Hill
school
held
an
entertain

Carolyn Greenlaw. The costuming Joke Christmas tree was enjoyed and
remembered the teacher and pupils.
moved
to the Hilton bungalow.
ment
and
tree
Thursday
night
with
a
lunch
served.
Those
present
were:
was directed by Mrs. Lillian Hopkins
Mrs. Annie Kenoyer is enjoying a
and Mrs. Elda Ames. Scenes made Edwj.n CprF.erwoor'i Mary Neilson. large attendance. Tlie teacher Miss
week’s vacation from her school at
especially impressive and beautiful by Elizabeth Guilford. Annice Carver Helen Stone of Camden Is at her
the Corner.
spotlight were the annunciation, the Doris Arey. Nathalie Smith. Dorothy home to pass a short vacation.
Miss Wanda Brann is spending the
Cobb
and
Ruth
Brown.
Misses Evelyn Light and Virginia
manger scenes, the children on the
Christmas trees and programs were Light are home from Erskine Acad Christmas recess at home. She at
plains, and the closing scene, with
tends school in Athens and stays with
the herald hands extended pronounc enjoyed in all the schools Friday, emy in China, for a two weeks' re
Mrs. Leland Emery of that place.
the
closing
day.
cess.
ing benediction upon youth dedicated
Miss Ruth Wahlman arrived Mon
tc building a world not just new but
Mrs. Isabel Brann, one of the old
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
day from Cambridge. Mass., for a two est citizens in town, is very ill. She
different.
Maintaining thc rat population of
The selections toy the choir helped weeks visit.
Is being cared for by Mrs. Ernast the typical farm costs thc farmer
In Union Church, the annual
make the pageant one long to be re
Peaslee and .Mrs. Lizzie Brann.
from $35 to $59 annually, careful surmembered There was a large congre Christmas tree and childrens pro
Gertrude Hisler is home from veys show.
gram were well attended Monday
gation present.
--------------------------------------- ,-----------------------------------------------------------night.
After the recent meeting of Mar
guerite Chapter. OES. the annual
Christmas tree was enjoyed tn the
banquet halL In the absence of
Santa Claus, the re-incarnation of
by JOHN BARCLAY, Heating Expert
Teddy Roosevelt and a Puritan ap
peared to show what Santa Claus,
would be like in the year 1975. About
It should always be up to a level
When your clothing is showered 50 were present and the Joke gifts
Deep Red of Fire
with the bottom of the firedoor.
with loose dandruff scales, it’s time caused much merriment especially
In mild weather, of course, you
Harris Less Fuel Than
to do something about it. Skin
can leave a little heavier layer
specialists say that excessive dan when delivered by Roosevelt and the
“Skimpy” One —
of ash on the grates. This will
druff is one of the important causes Puritan with a special message to
keep thc fire burning very slow
of hair loss.
each member. Christmas carols were
Saves Time and Labor
ly, yet keep enough coal burning
Two things can be done to check sung with Ola C. Ames at the piano.
to provide sufficient heat should
great many home-owners are
loose dandruff:
On the committee were Beulah Drew
the outside temperature drop
under the impression that
First, shampoo once a week (of- and Hilma Webster.
they save coal
suddenly.
tener if necessary) to keep the
by putting only
Let me repeat
scalp free from oiliness or crust
a little coal on a
this warning:
Your Old Range Taken m
ing, using a rich lather of mild
Few persons eat too many potatoes
furnace fire. As
After putting
Exchange
Resinol Soap and rinsing thor To get all his daily energy reuirea
matter
of
fact,
f
resh
coal
on
the
oughly.
that
’
s
one
of
the
fire,
be
sure
to
Atlantic Ranges are available tn
Second, fine-comb the scalp twice ment from potatoes, a man would
surest ways to
leave an exposed
Black and AU Enamel Finishes
weekly so as to remove loose dan have to eat more than half a peck.
actually waste
spot of live coals
druff scales. Then part the hair
fuel that I know
directly in front
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
carefully and apnly Resinol Oint
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
of. A “flimsy”
of the fire-door.
STEAMBOAT CO.
ment to the scalp, rubbing it in
fire burns coal
This “hot-si>ot”
402
Rockland. Me.
D«»p firs, !•»•!
gently. Persistent use of this treat Telephone
quickly, has a
will act as a pi
Down
Read Vp
with bottom of
ment for a reasonable time usually Read
A. M.
fire door
P M.
tendency to go
lot light and ig
brings pleasing results.
5.30 Lv SWAN'S ISLAND ............ Ar 6.00
out easily, won't
nite the gases
Lv STONINGTON
Lv 4J0
j
Buy Resinol Soap and Ointment 6.30
deliver sufficient heat, and makes
that come up from the fresh fuel.
7.30 Lv NORTH HAVEN .............. Lv 3.30
TEL. 9o$
today at any drug store. For free 8.15 I.V VINALHAVEN
repeated refueling necessary.
Allow these gases to become
. ..
Lv 2.45
(13-375 MAIN NT,
ROCKLAND
sample, write to Resinol, Dept. 22, 9.30 Ar ROCKLAND
.............. Lv 1.30
The truly economical way is to
totally burned before checking
47-tt
Suhjrrt to change without notire
Baltimore, Md.
the fire.
(7)
keep a deep fire bed at all times.

WE WISH

M.B.&C.O. PERRY

Aflanfic
RANGES

HOW TO CHECK
LOOSE DANDRUFFAND SCALP ITCHING

Home

Heating # Hints

\

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

148-tf
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ing several weeks here, following the Elizabeth Kenniston. Marie Crockett.
WALDO THEATRE
Following the program. Santa visited
death of Mrs. Kalloch.
the school as he did about every other
Tonight's attraction at the beau
Maine's Farm Income In Sep Word ccnres from Fort Jones. Calif.
school in town, and the Christmas
I of the death, Dec. 9. of Maria
Repetitian Of Cantata
tiful
new Waldo Theatre is Charles
tember 80 Percent Over (Crawford i. widow of Willard An
The Christmas cantata "His Natal pirit prevailed.
Pupils
of
the
grammar
school
put
;
Laughton's
greatest
production,
derson. aged 85. following a fall in
Previous Year
Day" i Norman i will be repeated Sunon an excellent entertainment of I "Rembrandt.'' This also shows on
which she suffered a fractured hip.
Maine farmers have shared
Funeral services were held in the ('a^ the Baptist Church. The chorus songs, piano solos, and three short -Christmas Day with an additional
Methodist Church at Fort Jones. Mrs contains 30 voices, is directed by Ches- plays The announcer was Caroline
i recovery this year, according
feature "Little Lord Fauntleroy"
statistics made public by the U. S. Anderson leaves three sons. two ter Wvllie and accompanied by Mrs Bowden. The four-act play, "Tlie
’hester Wvllie
Courtship of Miles Standish was pre- , with Preddle Bartholomew. All chilDepartment of Agriculture and otheT daughters, and one brother. Niven C.
' ”
’
'
sented effectively, in the cast being dren under 14 are admitted free. On
,
. , ., , .
. Crawford of this town. She was the
agencies whose task it is to record ,
„ . ____
, .
„ ,
The 'Pr°8ranl contains: Ring Bells B<J.vdoin Miller David white, Marie Saturday comes a great hit, "Mr.
daughter of James
and Jane (Eugley)
prices and income from year to year.
Qne Q{ nine chlidren'and j
Christmas." chorus; "Prepare Ye Marr and Eugene Cogan.
'Deeds Goes to Town" and on SunIn September, Maine led the na- ffa_s born tn Warren. Mr. and Mrs. the Way." bass solo by Howard Welch. "Morning Callers" was enacted by ! day comes the great "Cimarron.’
tion in percentage increase in farm AndersOn had made their home in | jr.; "Hark. What Mean Those Holy Madeline Haskell. Kathryn Maxey, probably the finest of western ro- j
THOMASTON
income over the corresponding month California since 1877. Previous to go- Voices," Mrs Dons Overlock. Mrs. j Jeannette Overlock. Harold Moore, mances of all times
a year earlier, with an increase of jng t0 that state, deceased had taught . . „
, .. „ , _
Clayton Fales. Elizabeth Oxton and
----------In spite of the storm Sunday, 80 percent. Most of that increase ,,c)100; ln
Avis Norwood and Mrs. Hazel Pease;
_ ... ,
commur..'
Ruth Starrett, Evelyn Smith, Irene
services at the Bapti: and Federated was due to the price of potatoes, but
APPLETON RIDGE
_
, , _
He Shall Be Great, chorus.
Simmons and Leona Jones. This diS- j
7
,
Tlie sermon topic Sunaa.v morning
Churches were well attended. In the other enterprises have shared
in re- 1
"Softly
the
Night
Is-Fallen,"
soi
O
gue
was
in
comedy
and
much
enafternoon there was a vesper service cowry. Income from farm produc at the Congregational Church will
prano solos by Mrs. Ruby Kalloch and joyed. The third play, "Family Dis-j Mrs. Gertrude Moody, Mrs. Ethel
at the Federated Church which tion in Maine in 1935 was $49,095,000. be. Just One Birthday for All.” Rev.
Mrs Doris Overlock; "We Come To turbance," contained Virginia Moody.! Moody and Mrs. Mabel Tuttle were
featured a pageant, "The Christmas an increase of 50 percent over the • H 1 HOit lias -selected a specia*
Bertha Anderson, Charlotte Moore, visitors in Augusta recently
Messenger." the story of which was 1932 figure of $32,659,000. During the
„message fOr .the evening
Edward Wilson. Clyde Saunders, Pau'.
Herbert Hall and Roger Wadsworth
read by Miss L. Blanche Raysor, In first seven months of 1936. cash re service at 7.
tenor solo by Roger Teague: "O. Little
Oxton.
Howard Borneman. Raymond were in Bangor last Thursday.
The Dorcas Circle of Kings Daugh Town of Bethlehem." soprano solo.
terspersed with the singing of ceipts of farmers were 90 percent
Christmas carols by the senior choir greater than for the same period in ters met Monday afternoon with Mrs Mrs. Mildred Berry; tenor and bass Jenkins.
Heme C. Stanley, steward of the
Ruth Starrett did a tap dance, her
and the junior choir and a pri- 193- The increase was only 20 per- wulis Vlnal. to prepare Christmas duet. Roger Teague and Rev. Howard
yacht
Dauntless of Brooklyn, N. Y„
accompaniment played by Christine
mary group. The music also included cent for the nation’as a whole.
; boxes for the shut-ins.
A. Welch; "Sleep. Holy Child." sois spending two weeks with his family
Jones,
both
doing
excellent
work.
a duet by Betty and Eugene Fales
milk strike- ...
In ---------Boston. prano and alto duet. Mrs. Doris Over
— to the
— -----------,
.
„
in Bangor.
Farm recovery and urban recovery, Due
and solos by Mrs. Marian B. Grafton have gone hand in hand. New all milk from local members of the lock and Mrs. Avis Norwood; "Hail P'a-° so.-s "ere e lg it u Jjr ren
Schools closed Friday for a week’s
Christine Jones. Virgin a
and Miss Laura Beattie. At the automobile registrations in Maine. N.E.M P_A. is being sent to the New to the Lord's' Annointed," chorus: ere^
vacation.
Baptist Church the program included for exampie increased 70 percent ' England Dairies Creamery in Union.: "Thou Didst Leave the Throne." con- Moody and Kathryn Maxey.
Jeannette Overlock sang a Christ
the Christmas cantata "The Story of I from 1£>32
WJ5
Mrs. Ethel Moody. Lucy. Ruth.
In 1935. a total With the exception of one. all of the tralto solo by Miss Hilda Aspey.
Bethlehem" (William Spence) by the
37215 new cars were registered, j members here remained loyal to the j “Hear the Joy Bells Ring," soprano mas carol, followed by a mixed quar Lawrence and Warren Moody spent
Baptist Choral Society, with Mrs. and in the first six months of 1936 NE.MPA Milk from this town was and alto duet. Mrs. Kalloch and Mrs tet including Charlotte Moore, Ruth Monday in Bangor.
Amy Tripp, a: the organ; and severs. new car registrations totaled 14.361 sent until the latter part of last week Hazel Pease: "My Soul Doth Magnify Starrett, Edward Wilson and Harold
Friends in this community were
excellent selections by The Little Payrolls in manufacturing establish- , to Hood in Winslow's Mills.
the Lord." chorus. Other singers are Moore, accompanist Christine Jones. saddened at the death of Mrs. Mary
Symphony Orchestra. Luther A. ments rose 27 percent from 1932 to
A
collection
amounting
to
more
than
Mrs. Nora Russell went Friday to I Mrs. Mabel Peabody. Mrs. Jennie KenClark directing. After this service 1935. and employment in the same Boston, motoring there with Dana \ niston. Miss Olive Teague. Miss Janet $3 was taken for an upright piano re- (Gushee) Ames.
members of the Choral Society ga™ 27^'n”
Smith Sr., who returned Saturday ; Wade. Miss Jeannette Overlock. Lois centb' bought by the school.
thered informally in the vestry and
Be practical, give automobile parts
Potato growers saw a 1935 potato Mrs. Russell, who fractured her right Bazemore. Elizabeth Kenniston. Ann
The huge Christmas tree reaching
gave Mrs. Tripp who left Monday crop that was smaller than the 1932 shoulder a few weeks ago. entered Norwood, Miss Virginia Moody. Mrs nearly to the ceiling was denuded oi and accessories this Christmas. Max
for New Haven, to t pass the
imum discounts. Tires 25% off. Bat
t winter, a crop by aftproximatefy 1.580.000 the Lahey clinic for treatment.
j Ruth Perry, Mrs. Eva Maxey, Mrs. its presents after the program.
farewel. party. T.ic guest e 10110' bushels but returned $12,380,000 more , George Newbert, driver of a Rock- Helen Borneman. Miss Annie Star-----------------teries 35 % off. Other parts, acces
ua. pic. <nt
i than the 1932 crop.
i land candy truck, is confined to thcl^ett. Miss Mary Trone. Miss Phyllis
Open, new barber shop over Oardi- sories up to 50%. McLoon Sales &
friendships formed during her as
Poultrymen received cash income house following a bad fall Saturday Perry. Miss Freda Moody. Miss Vir- ner's Drug Store. Warren. E. W. Service, 21 Limerock street.
sociation with this group. Refresh
152-154
in 1935 that was 23 percent above frOm the running board of his truck emia Wyllie. Fred Kenniston. Roland Pierce, proprietor.
154-lt
ments were served.
1932. an increase of more than a at Pleasant Point.
j Berry and Harold Overlock.
-----------------------------------------------Tlie annual inspection of Orient million dollars.
|
Help
Another Circle of
K will be necessary to postpone
Lodge. FAM. will be held Tuesday
Production of chickens and eggs/Kings Daughters met Saturday at the children's concert until Jan. 3.
A"ill lx meanwhile, declined slightly'’the Montgomery rooms and prepared
• • . •
,"
Dairymen, who produced about ten Christmas boxes for 60 shut ins
Holiday Exercises in Schools
Madoltn Spear. Mrs. Hazel M. Young, i million dollars worth of milk in 1932. \
Nelson Moore was chairman of!
.
. , ,.
Mrs Dorothy Libby and Mrs. Lelia produced 6.000.000 pounds less Moore was chairman of
A general gcod tlme. including ex

LED OTHER STATES

WARREN

In Everybody’s Column

u
I
I
**•a

Advertisement* ln this column not to ' ♦
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 ♦
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi R tional lines five cents each for one time!
BULLDOG puppies for sale. 5 weeks
10 cents for three times. Six words
old. Black also brlndle. Reasonable.
make a line.
MRS ROSE HUPPER TenanU Harbor.
Tel 4-3.
153-155
PIGS for sale, 6 to 10 weeks old.
HENRY CROCKETT. 8outh Thomaston.
Tel. 371-4.
______________ £53*155
MAN’S fine, heavy black broadcloth
coat, mink lined, Persian lamb collar,
SMALL Airdule Terrier lost at Glen value $500. Someone can have a great
Cove. Answer to name TERRY. Tel. bargain, for $125. Inquire at Courier361-W.
152*154 Gazette office.
152-tf
TAN and white male hound pup lost.
1936 Chevrolet Master Sedan lor sale,
MAURICE HARDING. 2 North Main St . used 10 montlis. Bargain lor cash Write
City.
154-156 J B N. Care Courier-Gazette.
154*156
jade ring set in gold lost Friday
CHICKENS and hens for Christmas
night Part Theatre^ on Mahi#st. for sale, alive or dressed. R LITTLE,
on the setting. Reward 22 Meadow Rd . Thomaston.
154-lt
GLADYS DOHERTY. Thomaston Na
TUXEDO for sale, size 40, very slightly
tional Bank
used. Tel. 807-W. Rockland_______154-156
THE W. J. Coakley house for sale,
situated on north side of Masonic street.
«
-s
I ALAN L. BIRD or A WALKER BREW
152-154
♦ STER executors
♦
IIOUIUXZ
,
USED stoves bougnt and sold some
good bargains in kitchen ranges. C. E.
HOUSEKEEPER wanted. Man alone, GROTTON, 138 Camden St. Tel. 1214-M.
I41-tf
modern conveniences Apply on premises.
C. E WEBB. Warren.
152-154
LARGE lumber lot for sale; large hard
wood lot. 38 B Rock laying pullets. Tel.
MAN wanted to chop cord wood H. D 14-12. FRED STARRETT. Warren
CRIE. Tel. 83, Thomaston.
153-155 _________________________________ 152*157
TWENTY-FIVE draft horses for sale;
SET of Encyclopedia books of Univer also 25 shoats. C. M. BURGESS. Union.
sal Knowledge wanted Write L. A. Me . Tel. 6-4.____________________ 152-154
SARGENT. 18 Purchase St.
152*154
USED Automobile Paris -motors for
IF YOU LIKE TO DRAW. SKETCH or boats. New parts at a savings. All parts
PAINT-Write lor Talent Test (No Fee). sold on Money-Back Guarantee AUTO
Give age and occupation. Write F care SAVE YARD. INC . 1887 River St., Hyde
152*36
COURIER-GAZETTE
153*154 Park, Mass.
1931 Chevrolet 2 ton truck with stake
body lor sale, price reasonable, good
condition. 126 Thomaston St
152*154
O. K. FOR THE WEALTHY
VICTROLA with records for sale.
Walnut, console style, excellent condi
Thirty-seven thousand grandstand tion; very reasonable. Call 793-W after
4 p m
I48*lf
seats for the inaugural parade Jan.
DRAFT horses for sale, sold ln pa»s
or
single.
One
load
fresh
from
the
20 have been put on sale at prices H. A. HART, South Hope, Maine. west.
Tel.
150-155
ranging from $3.50 to $10. The Inau Union 11-33.
USED hogsheads, barrels, kegs, lor sale.
gural committee in letters sent to Olive casks 150 gallons. Salmon casks 100
gallons. Mackerel and herring barrels
Democratic clubs through the nation and kegs. Heads dropped Inside If
Already to forwurd Also In the
explained that construction costs desired.
Market to buy drums. HENRY A.
145-loT
had pushed the price up 40 per cent THORNDIKE, Newport. R I.
SIX-ROOM HOUSE for sale, good loca
from 1933 levels. Tlie first taker was tion $1600; 8-acre farm, good building
Senator Joseph F, Guffey, of Penn $800 ; 70-acre farm, good buildings $1600.
Any of these for small payment down,
sylvania, who ordered 1000 top price balance as rent. V. F. STUDLEY Tel.
1154. 283 Main St.
143tf
tickets.
SMALL pigs for sale. $2 50 up F. A.
XIMBALL. 397 Old County Rd.. Tel.
221-W.
144-tf
POCOHONTAS soft coal, $8 50: hard
I coal, $15: coke, $11. J. B. PAULSEN.
; Tel. 62. Thomaston
144-tf
FORDSON tractor for sale. BICKNELL
MANUFACTURING CO
144-tf
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
| let for the sea-on. Phone us, Rockland
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
__________________________________ 144-tf
HOUSE 6 rooms, good cetlar. garage.
' 5 min. walk from Main St., some Im
provements. $1600. House 7 rooms, good
cellar, lights, good well. 2-car garage. 8
acres, clear field, on good road. 5 miles
from city. $1000. Hou-e 7 rooms, good
cellar, garage, barn, city water, lights
can be had, 8 or 10 acres, on tar road,
near village. $800 House 5 rooms with
cellar, lights, center of city, $800;
another house 6 rooms with garage,
lights, water. $«00 Will sell any of these
for small payment down, balance as
rent. V. F. STUDIEY. Tel. 1154 or 330.
Many more not listed.
144-tf

FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

Finger Insurance for Workers Corporation’s Gift to Industry

cellent programs with Christmas tree
W. Smalley, members of Grace 1935 and receiVed $1,210,000 more for
dinner.
Chapter. O.ES. There will be work , their total output.
SLtric* St G^M^rE^lr ,
conservation pay-1 t^V^orey-MacIX.nald ^ddfng I in the elementary schools Priday art, Ame<; Cf thu town as ‘nsnecting 'ne“'S ’Y
ircrease ir‘come and reception Saturday in Rockland emoon prelude to two weeks’ vaA^ Ames, cf this town,as inspecting tlgpr
for 1936. for mder the old
Mticer.
adjustment program Maine received
. , ... , „, , . „
Mr. and Mrs Robert G. Spalding very little. The new program, which J™*
The prCgTam
Ander?"
and children. Earl. Charlene. Robert has aiready brought approximately Were B-ddeford 'isitors Saturday.
school included the singing of Christand Jeanene, of
Stonington, are $103,000 into farmers' pockets in the
Mr and MrS Sidney Wyllle re" mas carols, and recitations by Mary
guests this week of her parents, Mr. state maj. bring several times that turned Sunday from Medford. Mass jjurgess Richard Burgess. Curtfa
and Mrs. Hubert E
Imith. in Cush- amount. according to early estimates.
7)16 christmas *arty at lvy Chap" Tolman. Nathalie Tolman. Phyllis
ter. O E S.. Friday night was a huge Toman. Arthur Jura. Olive Robmson
ing. and hls parents. Mi', and Mrs.
success. Ice cream, cookies, crackers. and Carl Erickson,
Alonzo J. ~;aiding, of this town.
A GREAT NAVAL RACE
com cakes and apples were served
At the Pleasantville school jolly acPupils in the second graae having
____
Pupils
of
the
Pleasantville
Rural
.
-jv-tjes
consisted of Christmas carols,
a perfe ; attendant" during the past Several Nations Will See Which Can
rchool who were neither late or lhe acrastiCi "C.v'ictmas'' by nine
13 weeks, are: Robert Beattie, DoroBuild Biggest and Best
absent during the past 15 weeks of pupus recitations by Marion Farris,
thy Brazier. Frederick Brazier. Lor------raine Butler. Irene Brooks. Lois
picture of the whole world school were: Edrie Young. Muriel C;iaries Conant, Elden Young, Al.«>
Hastings. Ru- eli Kirk. Helen Lynch, plunged into a naval race the mo- Young. Ruth Young. Dorothy Hutch- !leatv, Paui;ne Heath, Muriel Young,
Gwendolyn Jackson. Mary Ross, ment the treaty lid is off Jan. 1. was inson; not tardy during th? fall term E ,nald overlook. Donna Farris,
at the Anderson Rural school includ- Herbert Slmmons, Ruth HutchinWilma Sheffield and Clyde Smith.
diawn Tuesday in the new “Jane's ed. Arthur Jura. Olive Robinson, and gcn
Dorothy Hutchinson. WilThose in the Third Grade are Jean
Carl Erickson; grammar school Uam HeaUl_ Mafv Farrls_
Cushing. Jean Elliot. Phyllis Gasper. fi?htln8 shlPsBeverly Grant. G orge Gilbert GrafCld Washington and London naval, pupils neither absent cr tadry during Young. Owen Hutchinson. Ida Hutch
ton. Gertrude Hanley. Bernard Hast-! treaties expire on the last day of the fall term were: Bowdoin Miller. inson. Edward Leonard, Frances
Bertha Anderson, Dorothy Marr. Smith. Raymond Y’oung. Ruth Young, |
ings. Lawrence Kangas, Roger Levan. »j,e vear
Ruth Starrett. Leona Jones. Edward Dorothy Simmons, Margaret Smith,
Nancv Lunt. Jo ephlne Mitchell, Lil
Jane's, foremost yearbook authorn; Wilson. Clyde Saunders, Evelyn
lian O'Neil Marion Olsen and Deris
F.iilip Simmons; duet by Elden
yinal
, on warships, stated among other; Smith, Charlotte Moore, Harold Young and Dorothy Hutchinson;
Ralph Copeland of Friendship is things that the Japanese planned Mo°re: pupils absent but one-half "March cf the Mechanical Dolls" by
spending this week with hls aunt, four new 35.000-ton men o' war and day during the past fifteen weeks. Dorethy Hutchinson, Muriel Young.
___
Kathryn Maxey, Jeannette Ruth Hutchinson, Donna Farris,
Mrs Altha Thompson, at her home that
•
■ ■*
- new wcre
America
’s two contemplated
_ , .
„„„
on Water street.
Overlook, Mane Marr; absent one Marion Farris, Alice Heath; a mo;;on
Mrs Annie Sargent of Leicester. ■ battlesh‘Ps would have the biggest day Madeleine Haskell and Raymond song by Dorothy Simmons and Ruth
Mass., la visiting Mr. and Mrs. Lionel guns of a11'
Jenkins.
1 Young. Many visitors were present.
F. Jealous.
1116 United States- sald the nPW
Mr. and -Mrs. William Flint of
Pupils of the Malcolm Corner Pri
Clollies-linc theives removed two yearbo°k. has decided to install 16- Waldoboro were callers Sunday on mary school presented a mixed pro
valuable articles of clothing
from lnch ?uns on the new craft which if several friends in town.
gram, the musical numbers accom
Mrs. Bowdoin L. Grafton's line short- true was to mean thatWashington is
Miss Beatrice Haskell arrived Wed- panied by Mrs. Marion M Clark,
ly after darkne fell Monday which taking for granted that Japan will not nesday from Bos.on to spend the supervisor of mu^ic, whose courtesy
serves as a warning to other house , consent to limitation to 14 inches, ton day holiday recess with her
in coming here was much appreci
wives.
provided fn the 1936 London treaty parents. Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Haskell.
ated by parents and teacher.
John Singer, who is attending the between the United States. France
The Are department was called to
Numbers included selections by the
Bentley School of Accounting in and Great Britain.
a stubborn chimney fire Tuesday aftgrades: Vocal solos by Barbara Perry,
Boston. arrived home Tuesday to
Two of Japan's big warships wil! be ernoon at the heme of Kustuaa j Margaret Starrett. Jeannette Perry
spend tic holidays with his mother, started in 1937. Jane's said but the Aholm. Thedepartment wascalled
ar.d Alfred Wilson; piano solos, Faye
Mrs. Charles B. Singer.
armament was not learned.
Fridayafternoon to achimney fire
Martin, Betty Moore and Joyce Hills;
Mr. and Mr-. Orett Robinson and
The book asserted Great Britai.. at the home of John Lane. East j recitations, Aili Lampinen, Joyce
daughter. Mi- Lois, of Castine, are was leading in new construction with Warren.
j Hills Betty Moore, Joseph Chap
The concert given at the Congrega
spending the holiday recess with 99 warships building or planned;
man. Earle Moore. Jr.. Burleigh Mank,
Supt. and AI: . F. I-. S. Morse, and that the United States was next with tional Church Sunday afternoon by
Jr.. Patrice Martin, Dorothy Beane.
the
Sunday
school
was
simple
but
with olher relatives ill AValdoboro.
83. Italy third with 66; France 43;
Ernest Perry. Frank Overlock. Har
Fred Jealous, a student at Bow- Germany 39; and Japan 38. The excellently done, with recitations and
low Mank. Floyd Mank. Thornton
doin College, came home Wednesday ’ Russian program was not available a pantomime. “The Christmas Story"
Gibson. Barbara Soule, Sidney Peters.
to pass Christmas with his parents, but Uie book was skeptical of recent presented by the children, the singing
Five playlets were presented by the I
of carols by the choir and piano and
Mr. and Mrs. Lionel F. Jealous.
• claims to vast construction.
children, casts being of this order:
Mrs. Charles W. Creighton is with
“Despite the Soviet naval com- organ duets by Mrs. Paulne Pellicane
"The Happiest Christmas," Aili Lam- 1
her mother. Mrs. Herbert R. Linnell,. mander-ln-chief's assertion that the and Mrs. Carrie R. Smith. The
Martin. Bittj SLj.,
during the holiday recess from her, 1933 Russian navy had been in church was attractively decorated pinen'
Perry; Phlllp B^kmgton;
duties at Smith College.
■ creased 715 per cent in the sub- with candles and wreaths of Christ‘The Little (Pine Tree," second grade
Miss Katherine Stevens will arrive marine fleet 300 per cent in sea-going mas greens made by Forget-me-not
pupils; “Christmas Riddles," Ethel
tonight from Hartford, to nass the surface vessels and 175 percent in Troop of Girl Scouts. The chancel
Wiley, Jeannette Perry, Barbara
Christmas recess from her teaching; coast defense vessels, there is little was made into a manger scene for 1
Perry, Beulah Powers. Bernys Overduties with her aunt, Mxo. Mary J evidence of any considerable amount the pantomime, the principals in
lock. Margaret Starrett; 'The New
Hanley.
of new construction," the book said. which were the reader. Rev. H. 1.1
Man," Alfred Wilson and Margaret
Claremont Ccmmandery K.T. of
Holt,
Evelyn
Smith.
Marie
Marr.
John
"Even as regards submarines, on
Rockland, ha extended to the Com which efforts have .been chiefly con- Smith, Eima Moon. Dorothy Marr. ’ Starrett; "Grandpa's Surprise," Earle
panions of Henry Knox Chapter, an |[ centrated, there is ground for sus Ruth Starrett. Dorothy Simmons. Moore. Jr., Charles Overlock. Jr., Ed
ward Maxey, Bernys Overlock. Bar
invitation to be present with ladies
Christine Jones Vaughan Philbrook.
pecting some exaggeration."*
at its installation to toe held Monday
Warren Philbrook. Herbert Moon and bara Perry. Margaret Starrett, Beulah
Powers, Carroll Martin and Harry
at 8 o'clock. Th»re will be refresh
Earle Moore. Jr. The greeting was
"Dimension-Stock Methods for New tendered by Alice Griffin, and recita Laiho.
ments and daneing after the cere
Fupils of the Intermediate school
England Hardwoods” is the title oi tions were heard from Vaughan and
monies.
Sargent Jealous, who is studying U. S. Department of Agriculture Cir Warren Philbrook. Eima Moon and arranged their own program and did
at the Philadelphia School of Osteo cular 394. Now available from the Herbert Moon. Martha Griffin sang a a thorough job, even though on pure
pathy. arrived Monday to spend the Superintendent of Documents. Wash lullaby. Mrs. Anna Starrett and Mrs. ly volunteer basis. The numbers in
holiday recess with his parents. Mr. ington, at 10 cents a copy, the pub Laura Jameson were in charge of the cluded a song by the school, greeting.
Emily Smith; song. Ann Norwood,
lication gives methods of utilizing concert.
and Mrs. Lionel F. Jealous.
Anthony Didino. manager of the short length lumber in wood-working
Mrs. Inez Libby is housekeeper for doan Smith. Marilyn IRanquist. Gloria
J. B. Pearson Co., went Tuesday to factories.
Lawrence F. Kalloch, Mrs. William iHa5ke11' Ethel Wotton: recitations,
his home in Reading. Penn., to spend
Teague, his daughter, having re Lilya Ohtonen, Billy Chapman, Elea
the holidays with his family.
Creighton. Miss Clara Spear and turned to Canaan, Conn., after spend- nor Fales, Leis Bazemore, Phyllis
Smith, Gloria Haskell, Richard But*
Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin L. Grafton Myles S. Weston, all of this town.
wero hosts to a group of friends at a
ler. Marilyn Ranquist, Ethel Wotton;
Miss Elizabeth M;Coy. of Chicago,
venison supper Saturday at their arrived here Saturday and is guest
carol, Robert Martin. Richard But’.er,
home on Knox street. The guests of her mother. Mrs. John A. McCoy
Henry Marr, Billy Chapman. Russell
included Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Otis, ' for Christmas.
Fales, Chester Spear, Jr.; song3,
Ethola Stimpson, Leona Sidelinger,
of Rockland. Nathan Farwell, of
Mrs. Scott Young and daughter,
Waldoboro. Mr. and Mrs Arthur E. Miss Margaret Young, are spending
Priscilla Hastings. Minnie Watts. Lois
Bazemore, Muriel Anderson. Mary
McDonald. Mrs. William T. Flint. . this week in West Roxbury, Mass., as
27
Ludwig, Eleanor Fales, Phyllis Smith,
Mrs. Lee W. Walker, Miss Lctitia guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. J. Price.

TO LET

These photographs show how milling machine hazards, long a bugaboo in manufacturing plants, are elim
inated by a simple guard of adjustable steel pins which protects operators’ fingers. At lower left is shown
R. E. Frederick, designer of the guard which has been donated to American industry by the corporation by
which he is employed.

ENDICOTT, N. Y.—The Interna
tional Business Machines Corpora
tion has just offered a good-will gift
to American industry which will
have far-reaching results in human
safety. Proud of its record of having
operated a factory with more than
3,700 employes for 2,319,731 contin
uous man hours without a lost-time
accident, IBM is ever on the alert
to enable other manufacturers to
avail themselves of the safety fac
tors with which its machine oper
ators are surrounded.
So when R. E. Frederick, a fore
man in the factory here, designed a
practical safety guard for milling
machines, Thos. J. Watson, presi
dent of the corporation, directed
that the fullest publicity be given

to the company’s desire to make this
latest Anger-insurance serve human
ity on the widest possible front. Ac
cordingly Mr. Frederick was sent to
the recent convention of the Nation
al Safety Congress, in Atlantic City,
where he demonstrated the guard
to the automotive, machine shop
and power press sections. His an
nouncement that drawings and
speciAcations would be furnished
gratis was greeted with enthusiasm,
and in the few weeks that have
elapsed since the convention scores
of requests from manufacturers
have been received and drawings
have been sent.
The guard consists of one-quarter
Inch steel pins of varying lengths,
held by screws in a T-slot plate
which is fastened on the column be

tween the arbor support arm and
the spindle. Case hardened, the pins
are held rigidly ln place.
The entire guard may bo moved
horizontally to cover the cutters at
any position on the macuine, and
two or three guards can be mounted
side-by-side, giving complete cover
age on wide milling operations.
From a production standpoint,
this safeguard has proved a help
rather than a hindrance. Three
months’ experience on all horizontal
milling operations at the IBM plant
have revealed no lost set-up time, as
the device Is applied quickly and ad
justed easily. Nor has production
suffered. Rather, it increased in
many cases with the elimination of
hazards which tended to make the
operator timid.

Studebaker St. Regis Sedans are Full 6-Passenger

4

BMALI furnished apartment to let. all
modern Improvements 19 Willow St.
152*154
MY home on Pleasant St. to let for
winter. 4 rooms, bath, pantry and shed;
furnace, electric range, refrigerator,
radio, washing machine mangle, vacuum
cleaner, player piano. $7 week, adults.
DELIA YORK. Tel 904-J.
154-156
APARTMENT to let over Shute's Bar
ber Shop. 566 Main St., partly furnished.
C A HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut St . Tel.
986-J
153-tf
ATTRACTIVE and convenient steam
heated office to let. Location opposite
foot of Llmerock Street affords unusual
llgh’ and valuable publicity facilities.
E C. MORAN CO
148-tf
FIRST floor apartment to let. five
rooms and bath. Electricity and gas.
Fine location
References
required.
Apply at 87 North Main St
151-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let. nice
and warm, all moderlt. hot water heat,
rent reasonable FLOYD SHAW 47 No.
Main St.. Tel 422-R.
’ 148-tf
FURNISHED heated apartment to let,
two rooms, bath. FOSS HOUSE. Tel 330.
77 Park St.
147-tf
FURNISHED apartment. 3
rooms,
modern Oarage U desired Fine con
dition. C A. EMERY. Tel. 436-M 147-tf
i UPSTAIRS tenement to let. 6 rooms,
garage Centrally located. 56 Talbot eve.,
Tel_274-M
145-tf
PARK street restaurant to let com
pletely furnished, very low price. V. F.
STUDLEY, Tel 1154 or 330______ 138-tf
NEWLY decorated apt. to let. tour
rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St.. Tel. 156-W.
144-tf

• MISCELLANEOUS ’
WATCHMAKER watches, clocks, an
tique-, all kind-, repaired. Call and
deliver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23
Amesbury St , Rockland. Tel. 958-j
151*13
HAPPY Christmas Greetings. Spiritual
Reading. 16 questions answered 25c and
stamp, a. A A. JONES. Bluehill Falls,
Maine.
152*154
SKATE sharpening, promptly done.
CRIE HARDWARE CO, 408 Main St.
,__________________________________ 142-tf
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rnckland Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-J.
______ ____________________________ 132-tf
NOTICE — The owners of Matured
! Stock Certificates No. 207. No. 208. No.
j 209. No. 220 and No 221 Issued by the
Rockland Loan and Building Association
have notllicd the Association that said
Certificates have been lost, and that
they request duplicates cf same ROCK
LAND LOAN AND BUILDING ASSOCIA
TION. By H. O GURDY Secretary Rock
land. Maine. December 16. 1936.
151-Th-157

WE BUY

OLD GOLD
CLARENCET. DANIELS
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST,

ROCKLAND

The Accumulative
Effect of Good

Advertising
Full six-passenger roominess is provided in new 1937 Studebaker two-door sedans. The front seat cushion
is in one piece, just as in the four-door sedans; and the back of the front seat is divided in such a way that
there is no apparent division in the center. Thus, while either of the two sides will tilt forward, the whole

of the seat-back has the appearance—and the comfort—of one piece.

- - -— ’

Cannot
Be Overestimated
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Every-Other-Day

OCl ETY
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Bird of
Winchester, Mass., are spending the
holiday as guests of Mr. and Mrs. '
Theodore S. Bird.
1
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E. Blaisdell
and family will be holiday guests of
Mrs. Blalsdell's parents Mr. and Mrs.
O. H. Davenport in Sidney.

CHRISTMAS
GRCETin&S

Mr. and Mrs. (Hervey O. Allen,
daughter Patricia and sons Robert
and Hervey Jr., spent Wednesday in
Waterville the guests of relatives.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Beauvais who
were called here toy the death of
Miss Lotta Skinner will 'be a
Stephen. Brault, have returned to Christmas guest of her cousin Miss
Montreal.
Margaret Stahl.

Dr. and Mrs. A. (W. Foss will spend
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Stiles of
the holiday weekend in Boston.
Malden. Mass., are arriving today to
be holiday guests of Mrs. Stiles
Capt. Benjamin Reed has entered parents Mr. and Mrs. A. |C. Blaisdell
Portland Marine Hospital for surgical
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Bird anti
treatment.
son David will spend the holiday at
Marion Mank who has been very Mr. Bird's former home in this city.

WtljlHfem

(gifts

The star-led Wise Men came from Eastern lands of old;

They brought the infant Christ myrrh, frankincense and gold;
They gave their wealth to God, their rich and precious freight,
In worship bending low with joy exceeding great.
The Bethlehem mothers gave at Herod’s wrathful will

The infants of their homes, a gift more precious still
Than all the treasure store of richest kings of men,
In lamentation wept, refusing comfort then.

But now they weep no more, they know the Angels fair,
Who sang o'er Bethlehem fields received their treasures rare,
And bore them hack to God, to heavenly home above,

Away from earthly strife to perfect peace and love.

—,7//ijo„ .1/. II (.Ils
ill at her home on Pleasant street
Manager L. J. Dandeneau of Park
with an attack of measles and later
threatened with pneumonia, is show Theatre is spending Christmas with
ing slight improvement to day, ac his father at the Eastland Hotel in
cording to the report of the attend Portland.
A (SILVER WEDDING j the Talbot-Stevenson Insurance
I Agency, Inc, located at 12 Main
ing physician, Dr. F. F. Brown.
Mrs. Delia York has arrived home
Mr. and Mrs. F. Herbert Re street, formerly occupied by the
Stevenson Insurance Agency.
after
several
weeks'
stay
in
Phila-1
Mrs. H. M. Noyes who has been
mained
At
St.
George
The combine will make one of the
making an extended visit in Portland ' delPhia
I
largest
insurance offices in this secWith
Same
Attendants
and with her niece Mrs. William
| tion, the Tallbot Agency being one of
Mrs. Jennie Tibbetts is spending;
Whitney at Bath, has returned to
spend the holidays as guest of Mr. the holidays in Waterville, where she | The 25th wedding anniversary of ' the oldest, having been originated
is visiting her sister Mrs. John Mr and Mrs. F. Heibert Pierson was ln 1846 and doln« business up
and Mrs. Almon Cooper.
I through most of the years under the
D'Orsay.
_____
; celebrated at Martinsville Grange |
and
of
Mrs. A. L. Vose went yesterday to
&
F.
Club
met
Monday
night
hal1
Saturday
«'
lth
about
50
P
resent
'
'
H. Talbot, who later was succeeded
D
Boston, to spend Christmas with her
The I The ceremony was re-enacted in the in active management 'by Hubert M
daughters. She will also visit her son with Mrs. Herbert Kalloch
who is a patient at Veterans' Hospital, bridge prizes were aw'arded to Mrs J form of mock wedding, (performed by (Wardwell until 1916 when it was
Maurice Athearn, Mrs. Viva Kalloch Charles Rose of Tenant's Harbor, incorporated under the name of the
Rutland.
and Mrs. Walter Kimball.
------ u —
The v.u
bridesmaid
was »>..
the bride's sister, Talbot Insurance Agency and the
management taken over toy Z. M.
_____
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Flint enter
Mrs. Walter Bay of Guatemala and Dwinal, who has been actively en- I
Mr. and Mrs. I. Leslie Cross have
tained Monday night at a dinner
the groomsman was Herbert Haw- !
party and cards, in honor of Mr. and gone to Boston to spend Christmas kins, same as in the original cere gaged up until the present time.
For the benefit of the old assureds, i,
Mrs. Arnold Nelson, observing their I with their daughter, Mrs. Percy mony 25 years ago.
the principal companies of both
| British Columbia has adopted
wedding anniversary. Dining room Merrifield,
EAGLE
WEST HOPE
Refreshments of ice cream and ; agencies will 'be retained and Z. M
ROCKPORT
1 compulsory health insurance for
decorations, in keeping with Christ
cookies were served by Alvalenc ar.d j
,presldent of the new corI low-income workers.
Head-of-the-Lake School
Mr. and Mrs Charles S. Coughlin Maleoim Pierson, Mrs. Adele Hawmas season, presented a most festive
Miss Muriel Giles was able to re
Miss Shirley Bracey is home for ]
poration. will continue to occupy the [
will
have
as
guests
during
the
holiMiss
Watts
and
The teacher.. Miss Annie Rhodes, the Christmas holidays.
turn to Rockland Tuesday to resume
appearance. , Other guests were Mr
old offices of the Talbot Agency in '
and Mrs. Lawrence Miller and Mr. days their daughter Mrs. Manuel Master Donald Clark. Mrs. Gertrude the continuance of his law- practice 1 her duties at the home of E. C. and pupils presented this Christmas
Carrillo and her daughter Mary
Robert Bracey arrived here from
and Mrs. Charles McMahon.
Hupiper and Mrs. Claribel Andrews and other interests, while the active Moran. Jr, after being confined to program last Thursday night: Reci
Gordon College Friday for a week's
were social aids.
management of the Talbot-Steven- j the home of her mother, Mrs. Myra tations. "A Wish," Betty Rolfe; "The
The reporter of this column wishes
visit.
Miss Lizzie Pillsbury and Miss
Old fashioned dancing, group sing son Agency will toe under the able I Giles, from an attack of measles.
N
N
Ruth Nichols of Lincolnville were to take this opportunity to express ing of old songs fancy dancing by direction of A 3. Stevenson. ! Maynard Graffam Ls at home from Turkey's Lament," Esther Norwood;
Capt. Bracey. Mrs. Erland Quinn
E
play.
“
A
Christmas
Lesson,"
school;
sincere thanks for the many kind Winfield Hooper, and music bv Mr.
E
visitors yesterday in ttye city.
Jr, treasurer and manager of Milo to spend the Christmas vaca
and Clifford Quinn went to Camden
wishes and gifts sent to her at this and Mrs. Charles Allen, George Pease the new corporation. Mr. Stevenson tion with (Mrs. Graffam.
W
recitations, “Bennie and the Christ
W
recently.
Miss Gail Sharpe and William season, and to extend to all chair-1 and pre(j Hooper, were among the was first connected in the insurance
Miss Ruth Orbeton and Keith mas Brownie," Vemard Merrifield;
Y
Y
Adria Bracey has returned from
Sharpe Jr. are guests at the home men, presidents of organizations and features. The couple received many- field with McDougall Ladd Co, of Crockett are home from Gorham "A Stitch in Time." Constance Nich
E
E
of Mrs. E D. Spear. Miss Sharp va patrons in general the wish for a gifts including or.e from a group of Hockland in 1925. and returned to his Normal School for the holiday recess. ols; song, “St Nick's Visit," Althea Warren.
cationing from Vassar College and Merry Christmas and a New Year neighbors and friends.
A
A
home town in 1928 to open the of
Due to the holiday, the meeting of Watson and Audrej' Grassow.
Bonnie Quinn Is spending the
The affair was one of the town's fice of McDougall- Ladd & Chandler Fred A. Norwood W. R. C. will be
William from Oakwood School, filled with happiness.
R
R
Christmas recess with his mother,
Recitations.
"A
Christmas
Carol,"
-----------------most
interesting
social
events
of
the
Poughkeepsie. N. T.
of which branch he was manager. omitted this week.
I
Mrs.
Harriet
Quinn.
Smash hit! Before Inventory Sale season, and the popular couple were In, December 1933. Mr. Stevenson
EVE
EVE
While the Rockport High School Ruth Norwood; "A Christmas Gift,"
Mrs. Katherine Derry is on a on every piece of the hpge stock of1 nearly swamped with congratula- bought the interests of the McDou- boys' and girls' basketball teams were Lois Nichols; “A Possibility," Rodney
James Quinn is passing Christmas
week's vacation from her duties at Stonington Furniture ,Co. Dec. 26 to I tions.
gall-Ladld & Chandler Corp, and somewhat down hearted at their de Norwood;
pantomime.
"Hanging Day in Vinalhaven.
OPENING DANCE
Dec. 31. A true bargain festival with |
-----------------Alan L. Bird's law office.
since has been known as the Stev feat at Winthrop Friday night, their Stockings," Contance Nichols. Lois
School has closed for a vacation
Community Building
all the great stock slashed in price
CAMDEN
enson Insurance Agency, having built spirits were revived when immediate Nichols. Audrej' Grassow. Verna Nor of two months.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Witham are See advertisement page 3.—adv.
up through the years a large clien ly following the game they were in
Edgar Quinn Is engaged in chop
Douglas Fuller, a student at the tele and good will through service vited to the home of Rev. Forrest F. wood. sung by Ruth Norwood and
15
spending Christmas with Mr. and
Piece Band
15
For last minute gifts, for "some- Ma s«*chusetu School of Optometry ■ and dependability. News of this sale Powle for a social hour. The time Althea Watson; recitation, “What ping a winter's supply of wood
Mrs. Charles R. Coombs in Belfast
Every Cmt To The Equipment
with much satisfaction by j was delightfully spent with social the Stocking Said," Audrey Grassows
lund
Other guests there for the holiday thing different;" for gifts of dlstinc-' in (Bosto11- “ Christmas guest of hls ls
Readers In this vicinity are inter
I the many friends and clients of chat and refreshments were served play, “Santa's 'Volunteers,” Audrey ested ln North Hope news and re
are Mr. and Mrs. Fullerton Morgan tion at moderate cost; visit the Patents. Mr. and Mrs. Roy Fuller.
Grassow. Lois Nichols, Emma Mank.
I Miss Alexandria Johnson has re both agencies.
by Mrs. Fowle.
of Bangor, nephew and niece of Mrs. j What-Not Shop —adv.
Althea Watson, Esther Norwood, quest that the correspondent write
turned
from
a
visit
in
Boston
and
Mr.
Stevenson
Is
native
of
this
The Nitsumsosum Club members
Witham.
soon.
vicinity.
town, son of Mr. and Mrs. A. B. and their husbands met at the home Rodney Norwood, Vemard Merri
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Be practical, give automobile parts
Miss Helen Hughes, a student at Stevenson of Park street, and of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Munsey in field; recitations, "The Eyes of the
Ellis A. Mills arrived this morning and accessories this Christmas. Max
Christmas Tree," Lois Nichols.
from New York to spend Christmas imum discounts. Tires 25% off. Bat the Academy of the Assumption at graduated from the Camden High Rockland Monday might for their
"A Christmas Dialogue," Constance
Wellesley.
Mass,
is
visiting
her
par

School in 1922. Afterwards he at annual joke Christmas tree. Bridge
with his mother. Mrs. Frank A. Clark. teries 35 % off. Other parts, acces
Nichols and Ruth Norwood; “A Pres
ents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
T.
Hughes.
tended
the
school
of
commerce
at
was
a
feature
of
the
evening
with
Fulton street. He will remain until sories up to 50%. McLoon Sales &
Mrs. Dudley Talbot went yesterday i Temple University in Philadelphia, high honors going to Mrs. Frederick ent for Mama," Althea Watson; "A
Sunday.
Service, 21 Limerock street.
to Milton, Mass, where she will pass
served as the president of the Richards and Walter Carroll, and (Christmas Secret," Verna Norwood;
152-154
'
winter with Rotary Club and Pare nt-Teachers Mrs. Walter Carroll and Frederick 1 “Peace on Earth," Emma Mank;
the
remainder
of
the
Elmer Bird has arrived from the
I "Not Lettin' On," Althea Watson;
relatives.
Association, secretary of the Board Richards receiving low. Lunch was
Noble-Greenough Prep School at
"Hanging Father's Socks," Vemard
Dr.
James
Carswell
is
ill
with
pneuI
of
Trade.
Past
Master
of
Amity
served.
CLARK ISLAND
Dedham. Mass, to spend the Christ
Merrifield; “A Present for Santa.”
monia
at
Community
Hospital.
Lodge
FAM.,
and
Past
Patron
of
The
young
people
of
the
(Baptist
mas season with hls mother Mrs Ella
Members of Mt. Battie Lodge. Harbor Light chapter. OEB, Rock Church will give cheer to shut-ins Audrey Grassow; "No Stockings to
Schools closed Friday for the win
Bird.
ter vacation. A Christmas tree and : I.O.O.F, enjoyed a venison supper port. He has always been extremely Thursday night by singing Christ Wear," Lois Nichols; "A Christmas
Song," Althea Watson; acrostic, “C
Mr. and Mrs. Knott C. Rankin and program by the primary grades were 1 Tuesday, following which there was interested in the growth and better mas carols on the streets from 7 to is for Christmas," nine pupils.
held
at
the
school
last
Thursday
work
in
the
second
degree.ment of the community and for the 9.
family, Edward) Rankin and Miss
Santa Olaus arrived and unloaded
while the intermediate grades par- J Ora Brown. Jr, is home from the past 12 months has been actively
Prominent in the Christmas dec
Harriet Rankin will be Christmas
a prettily decorated Christmas tree.
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walter ticlpated in exercises and tree Fri- ( Northeastern University in Boston to engaged as a member of the board orations about town are the residen Both pupils and teacher were well re
day night in the hall.
spend the recess with his parents. appointed by Governor Brann in the ces of Miss Marion Weidman. Russell
C. Ladd.
membered. There were 29 visitors.
Interests of the Highway Safety avenue. Mrs. Effie Salisbury and
Mr. and Mrs. George Baum enter-, Mr- and Mrs- Ora Brown,
• • • •
Ralph Buzzell Amesbury Hill and B.
Miss Louise Nash, a student at the Campaign in the State of Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Hellier are to tamed a group of friends Thursday
Ruth Norwood was not absent durBest wishes are extended for the P. Wooster. High street. Lighted trees I ing the term. Constance Nichols and
have as a family gathering for night in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Aina j Farmington Normal School.
Christmas Day. Mr. and Mrs. John Harris. Cards were the feature of of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold continued success of both agencies on the lawn igreatly enhance the j Rodney Norwood missed one-half
by the host of friends interested in beauty of lighted windows. The day and Vemard Merrifield one day.
Creighton of Ashburnham, Mass, the evening and a midnight supper Nash, Melvin Heights.
Miss Katherine McKinnon of New the nelv corporation.
community tree on the Village Green
Miss Alice Hellier of Augusta and was served. (Mr and Mrs. Harris
York city is visiting her mother, Mrs.
recently erected by a crew of public
Edward G. Hellier from Massachu leave shortly for Florida
NORTH CUSHING
spirited citizens headed by Roland
Mae
McKinnon.
setts Institute of Technology.
EAST
UNION
A Christmas concert, with a tree
F. Crockett is also being greatly ad
The name of Bertha Fennell was
for the children, will be given under
Miss Zetta Smith of Exeter is
Members of the Shakespeare Socie the direction of Miss McKnight, to called at the Comique Theatre Tues
Mrs. C. J. Grassow of Hope has re- , mired.
TODAY
spending the holidays with her par
Florence
Carleton,
a
student
at
day
night
and
as
she
was
not
there
spanky McFarland
turned home after a week's visit with '
ty are urged to toe present early, at night in the church at 7 o'clock.
in
$223 will be (given to some fortunate her daughter, Mrs. Gretchen Payson. Principia College. Is passing the ents Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Smith. Mr.
the Monday night meeting of Dec. 28
Mrs. Jesse Williams is visiting her
and Mrs. Robert O. Spaulding and
"GENERAL SPANKY"
Christmas
vacation
with
her
mother
person
next
Tuesday.
to toe held at the Bok (Home for son in Quincy. Mass, for the holiday
Bernard Esancy is much improved 1
children of Stonington are also guests
Mrs. E. B. Putnam.
Mrs. L. M. Chandler leaves today
Nurses, that the meeting may open season.
in health since his recent appendix
of Mr and Mrs. Smith.
Miss
Elinor
Robinson
is
at
home
for
Cape
Elizabeth
to
spend
the
holi

promptly for a lengthy program.
Mrs. Bella Wade, Mrs. Elizabeth
operation at Knox Hospital.
Wiljo Lindell is home from Uni
from Cornish for the Christmas re
Mrs. E. K. Glover is to take the part Smerdon and Mrs. Annie Smith of days with her son. Marcus'Chandler.
versity
of Maine for the Christmas
cess.
S.
E.
Wentworth
is
at
his
home
in
Miss
Regina
Morrison
is
making
a
i
TEL 409
of the queen, assisted toy several Lawrence. Mass, are at the home of
Capt. and Mrs. George Lane are recess.
holiday visit with her parents. Mr. Hope.
members.
their parents called by the serious
entertaining for the holidays thenand Mrs. George Morrison in Easti While the Thunder of Their
Pioneer Grange conferred degrees
illness of their father Charles Row
son, Lynton and two children of
port.
Hoof-Beats Still Rings
Tuesday
night
on
several
candidates.
land.
p
'Round the World—The
Rev. Winfield Witham returns to There was a large attendance to en Auburn, their daughters Miss Hazel
Mrs. William Pierson Is visiting
day from the Maine General Hospital joy the fine program which was en Lane of Lawrence, Mass, and Mrs.
Light Brigade Charges Again!
relatives in New York and Connecti
in Portland where he has been con larged upon by Mr. and Mrs. Howard Beulah Baker and children of Au
cut during the Yuletide season.
ERROL FLYNN
fined for four weeks with bronchial Brooks' information report of the burn.
OLIVIA
The Baptist Sunday School wil!
pneumonia.
State Grange convention.
hold
Its
annual
Christmas
tree
Fri

Miss
Barbara
Oliver,
student
at
DeHAVILLAND
RAZORVILLE
The Farm Bureau met Friday for a day at the vestry at 7 o'clock. Each
Wellesley College, is passing the holi
The Lovers of "Captain Blood” in
planning session and at that time class will furnish an Interesting num
Mrs. Edith Overlock is making her days at her home here.
TheCHARGEoflhe
home for a time in Augusta.
Miss Verna Gray Is spending the elected Into office Mrs. Jennie Payson, ber on a program of readings and
The Harold Llnscotts passed Sun Christmas vacation at her home in chairman; May Robbins, secretary; songs -under the direction of the
LIGHT BRIGADE
Mrs. Lottie Wellman, treasurer- superintendent, Miss Helene Dunbar.
day evening with Mrs. Georgia Bow Brooksville.
clothing
project
leader,
Mrs.
W.
•
•
•
»
man.
TODAY
Investigators in the U. S. Depart- !
Brown; food, Amelia Dornan; home
‘MIDSUMMER NIGHTS
The Season's Greetings to
Earl Prescott and Harold Pitman
Insurance Agencies Combined
DREAM"
made a business trip Monday to
News has been received concerning management, Lucretia Fushaw. A ment of Agriculture found that com- j
our friends in Rockland
one of the oldest insurance agencies pleasing feature of the day was a mon salt ln the perspiration of book !
Augusta.
School closed last Thursday with an in this section. A. B. Stevenson, Jr, Christmas tree and a holiday repast user's hands makes the leather bind- ]
CARL F. WORK
entertaining program presented to a of the Stevenson Agency, has ac also received full justice. Miss Dun ing of frequently used books last longer
MARGARET M. WORK full house. Classes will reopen in quired an interest in the Talbot ham, the newly appointed home dem than that of books seldom handled
two weeks, with Mrs. Minnie Rowe I Agency and Jan. 1, the two agencies onstration agent, was accorded a Common salt will now be used in pre
and CARL, JR.
paring the soft leathers.
' will be incorporated and known as warm welcome.
J as teacher.

And What a Dance!

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
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Every-Other-Day

HAPPY HOPE FARM

A Mysterious Mauiader Ap
pears—Anybody Seen An
Eagle With a Trap?
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The winter days are flying by and
of late Tve wcndered whether it was
really December or April. The inter
vale presents a very springlike ap
pearance. with its pends and pools,
left by the recent rain. The car’.1
path into our woods has been rend
ered impassable until it freezes again.
But the old farm isn't alone in such
difficulties, for my husband, in qu: ;
of work, answered an adveitlscmer..
for a |man to cut wood and In the
reply the owner of the wood lot said
he'd had 14 replies, but he wasn't
able to show anyone over the lot at
present, because the recent rains had
flooded all the low places.
• • • •

The reduced rates on night
and Sunday out-of-town rails
are extended to include calls
made all day this Christinas
and New Year's,* any time
between 7 P. M. the night
before and 4:30 A. M. the
next day.
This year, send your greet
ings hy telephone.
Take advantage of
these low holiday
rates.

g

* Certain foreign points excluded.
Ask the Toll operator for
information.

3-MINUTE RATES FROM

ROCKLAND to

STATION TO-STATI01

PENUN-TO PENUN

IRAS NEW TEANI
II6MT aaO SUNDAY

XMAS NEW TEANI.
NI6NT Mi SUNRAY

.30

Boston, Mass.

.85

.65

1.05

.90

1.30

Washington, D. C.

1.15

1.75

Chicago, 111.

1.85

2.60

Philadelphia. Pa.

1.05

Springfield, Mass.

New York City

Our flock of white rocks pullets
has nice quarters in the barn loft (
and is slowly coming into production,
laying very few eggs below ncrmal
size. We are trying to establish a
private trade in strictly fresh eggs
Outside we have a small flock of a
dozen or less we call the "odds and
ends.'1 chickens intended for the
table. Dec. 13 we were much sur
prised to find one of these chickens
lying out in the field dead, with
feathers strewn about. Turning it
over we found that some creature had
feasted after the kill, stripping the
bones clean of flesh. We decided a
hawk must have killed the fowl, and
my husband set a steel trap on the
carcass. Early in the afternoon of
the following day the marauder re
turned. and escaped with the trap,
which was attached to an auto crank
driven into the ground. Crank and
all were missing. “I think it must
have been an eagle." Mr. S. re
marked. “for lt must have beer,
strong."
• • • •

<
Remember. Ibeae luw rates apply

all day on both holidays

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

In the Boston Globe under th? date
ol Dec. 17. is the following special
dispatch from Bennington, Vt.:
“A golden eagle, with a wing spread
of more than seven feet, is being ex
hibited here by telephone company
employes after being extricated from
a tangle of wires in Pownal ana
killed.
'The big bird was discovered by
linesman John T. Adams, who was
sent to the scene of 'trouble' after sev
eral wires had been short-circuited
by the struggling bird. He found that
the eagle was carryng a steel trap at
tached to a broken and lacerated leg
"There was no name cn the trap and
there was no means of ascerta:nin;
where the first chapter in the tragedj
occurred. It is presumed that the
eagle was attracted by the ba:t on a
t^ap set by some fra hunter. Th?
bird was thin in flesh and it was ap
parent that it had been carrying
the heavy trap and chain for several
days."
We are wondering if our escaped
killer was hatched in the mountains
of Vermont and when caught in the
trap, winged its way back to its native
haunts, as a human being in case of
trouble flees back to the scenes of
childhood for comfort and help?
If not. then there Ls another large
bird, either hawk or eagle, with a
trap attached to its leg. We'd like to
have the trap back again. We re sorry
for the eagle, but he shouldn't have
been poaching, when he had all the
wide forest realm in which to catch
his dinner.
Nancy M Savage.

being filled with great aspirations,
refreshments were served consisting
of apple pie a la mode and coffee.
• • • •
An evening of music was presented
in Russell Hall auditorium Thursday
by the entire group of musical or
ganizations of the school. Among
those in the Girls' Glee Club were
Rose Flanagan and Catherine Chis
holm of Rockland. Stanley Oay. also
of Rockland, and Keith Crockett of
Rockport are members of the Men's
Glee Club. Mr. Gay is also a mem
ber of the male quartet, and Mr.
Crockett played the clarinet in a
musical trio composed of piano, clari
net and cornet. Up to the present
time there have been no concerts
IT'S A SMALL ROCK
since Miss Miriam Andrews became
head of our music department. We
But Down In Plymouth They Like To
are happy to congratulate Miss An
Celebrate Pilgrim Anniversary
drews on the success of her first at
tempt in this line.
The Society of Mayflower Descend
ants placed a wreath Tuesday on
Friday, members of Gorham's bas
ketball squad wall leave for Salem, Plymouth Rock, on which historians
Mass., where at 5 p. m. they will say the Pilgrims stepped as they left
play the initial game in the series the Mayflower 316 years ago.
which makes up the New England
Huge pots steamed in the kitchens
Convention of State Teachers' Col of scores of Plymouth homes as busy
leges. After the game with Salem housewives thawed out “Indian sauthere will be elaborate entertainment quetache." first cooked, then frozen
including supper.
overnight in accordance with a
Saturday morning the team will recipe from early Indian friends.
go on to Hyannis for a second game Into the dish goes white beans, hulled
which will be played at 730 p. m. corn corned beef, turnips, potatoes,
Saturday. Sunday they will return
salt. pork, chicken and game—a
here.
delicacy, declare those who have
• • • •
tasted it, unexcelled anywhere
Although handicapped by the loss
Over
the “sauquetache" and
of an important man, Austen, who is whortleberry pudding, another Indian
ill. Gorham so far has triumphed delicacy, gathered members of the
over Rhode Island State Teachers' old Colony Club, oldest social or
College and has sustained no losses. ganization in the country, to praise
Ernest Doyle of Thomaston is among the deeds of William Bradford. Miles
those expecting to make the trip. Standish. John Alden and their
.CLEAN FLAME”
This is Gorham's first year in the mates.
Conference and hopes are running
high.
OCONY BURNING OIL is pure heat
Smash hit! Before Inventory Sale
. . . there’s no smoke or smudge.
on
every piece of the huge stock of
THE
NOVEMBER
HIGHWAYS
It burns evenly . . . gives you a uni
Stonington Furniture Co. Dec. 26 to
formly hot cooking flame. Order a
Chief Towle of the Maine State Dec. 31. A true bargain festival with
supply of Socony Burning Oil today.
Police said Monday that officers of all the great stock slashed in price.
For prompt delivery....
the five districts made 269 arrests in See advertisement page 3.—adv.

interpretation of Edna St. Vincent
Millay's ''The Harp Weaver."
GORHAM NORMAL
• • * •
Beverley Frye
Wednesday afternoon. Miss Lewis,
of the faculty, was hostess to the
As Christmas vacation draws near Poetry Club at a Christmas tree. The
the holiday spirit is being evinced guest speaker was Mrs. Dagmar
in a number of ways. One of the most Potholm Peterson of Portland who
read a number of exquisite selections
noteworthy of these is the sending of
from her collection of Christmas
Christmas boxes to some of the less j poems especially adapted to oral
fortunate of Maine's rural schools. reading. Members who were present
In this project, carried out by the from Knox County were Miss Agnes
Poetry Club five boxes of clothing, Bickford of Damariscotta, MLss
games and books were sent to these [ Louise Eugley of Lincolnville, and
rural schools. Contributions were Miss Beverley Fry e of Camden.
made by members of the Poetry Club
and innumerable members of the
Wednesday night the annual
school and faculty.
• • » •
Christmas party for students who
A most effective and beautiful win take their meals in the dormitory
dow transparency may be seen in the was held in East Hall dining room.
room of Miss Lewis, head of the Eng Gay decorations of evergreen and
lish department. The Madonna and candles made the dining hall a festive
Child depicted in a gothic frame, is scene. A delicious supper was served,
cleverly done by filling in the Jig- and we feel that we owe much
sawed outlines with crepe paper. Each praise and thanks to our matron.
evening it is illuminated and is much Miss Woodward, for a party we shall
enjoyed by all.
not soon forget.
• • • •
• • ••
Tuesday night in Russell Hall Audi
We who are members of the Senior
torium the members of the house
committee, aided by some of the Lit Class were happy to find that our
young men of the school, presented j last class before vacation was to be
Dickens' ever charming Christmas ! a party. At the beginning of the hour
Carol. The GUS. orchestra and some : Miss Lewis read us a most'inspiring
piano and vocal soloists were also story of a boy in a certain school who
on the program. Miss Rose Flana broke all records for eating pancakes.
gan of Rockland gave a delightful : After the story was completed, all

COFFEE MAKER-4. 6.

and 8-cup capacity; glass
bowl with red, black or
chromium plated trim
mings—$4.95 up

SOCONY BURNING OIL
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL COMPANY, INC.

November, with activities of the de
partment resulting in fines of $3970
and costs of $1391. The value of
stolen property recovered was $6276.
Of the 32,228 passenger cars inspect
ed. 21 were found "not properly reg
istered." Of the 1972 trucks weighed.
90 were "overloaded."

est Colds
J . . . Yield quicker to the

1

1 Poultice-Vapor action of

able

tab%

appliance;

chromium plated, attrac
tive designs from $3.95

up.
NESCO ROASTER-Will cool

deisert.

Alio bakes bread,

pies, cookies, etc.

Ideal for

the light housekeeper or for
summer cooking.

Comes in

two sizes, 6 qt. end 11 qt.,

COLONIAL PERCOLA
TOR—Makes perfect drip
coffee automatically—the
water drips as it heats.
7 cup capacity—$7.95;
others as low as $4.95.

priced respectively et $15.45
and $22.50 with inset dishes

WAFFLE SERVI-SET—In
cludes chromium-plated
waffle iron, batter ladle
and tray, black china
bowl and pitcher—
$12.50.

included.

Broiling attachment

unit for the large size roaster

TOASTER — Durable

$3.50.

chrome-plated — one of
our best sellers—$2.95.

AN

ELECTRIC

CURLING IRONS—
Curls fhe hair with a pro
fessional touch. A fine
gift at a reasonable price
—$1.00 up.

Be a REAL Santa Claui!
HERE'S ■ gift shell be proud of.
It will say “Merry Christmas”
every day. And it pays for itself
in food savings.
Payments on a Westinghouse
average only a NICKEL per mem
ber of the family per day. Ask
about our Budget Plan for owning
a modern ELECTRIC Refrigera
tor. Let us tell you about the
many extra values that only elec
tric refrigeration provides.

PATRICIAN COFFEE
URN SET—Ultra-modem
9-cup urn; sugar, creamer
and tray—distinction for
the table—pride for the
hostess—and good coffee
for all—$14.50.

ITS 10 YEAR ECONOMY THAT COUNTS
. . . you get it in these features

UNIVERSAL TOASTER—
Handsome, modern
chromium plated toaster
with black trim; fine
quality—$3.25.

Hermetically-sealed unit.
Five Years Protection on unit.
Eject-o-Cube Tray and San-alloy Froeter.
Built-in Watchman.
All-steel cabinets.
Full-powered mechanism.

HAIR DRYER—For moth
er or daughter it's a gift
that's ideal—$5.95 up.

—

WAFFLE IRON-Mod
ernistic design, chrome
finish; cast aluminum
grids will not stick. Heat
indicator tells when ready
for baking—$4.95 up.

FOB PARTIES THAT

CASSEROLE — Cooks
soups and stews, roasts
meats, bakes beans, cooks
any casserole d i s h—
$4.95.

A

TOASTMASTER

HOSPITALITY

S

115

—A stylish and service

complete
meal$,
automati
cally; meat, vegetable! anj

“I ALWAYS USE SOCONY
BURNING OIL
1,5 "°T'

CALL

SANDWICH TOASTERS

HEATING PAD—A very
acceptable gift that's a
necessity in almost every
home. Three-heat switch,
complete with washable
muslin slip cover for dry
heat—$2.95 up.

FOOD MIXER - The new
Hamilton Beach Food Mixer
maintains constant, controlled
speed of the beaters in heavy
or light mixture at high or
low speeds. No slowing down
as the mixture becomes heav
ier when "folding-in" — no
speeding up as the mixture
thins when adding milk or
water. $19.90, juice extractor
$2.75 extra.

Guests help themselves and
everybody's carefree—even
the hostess! The stunning
new streamlined, fully auto
matic Toastmaster toaster
needs no watching—never
lets the toast bum. And the
handsome walnut tray pro

SET

CLOCKS — A very fine
assortment of electric
clocks, all types and sizes
—$3.95 up.

vides tasty spreads from the
double-compartment appe
tiser dishes, while the keen
little knife trims the toasty

titbits. . . . The gilt you've
longed to give yourself—at a
new low price! $1 Q7R
Without stand lv

CENT
POWEI^COMPAMY
STORES

TOASTMASTER "JUNIOR"—New, streamlined
toaster. Current turns on
when you press lever
down. Another press of
lever pops toast out and
turns current off—$7.50.

